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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 12, 1959

Three Local Break-Ins Reported
During Past Week; None Solved

Fulton Still Considered;Cof C
R
Redoubles Efforts For Prison .

break-ins sad a sneak-thief (*Pi pts
Saturday's
act last week have. kept local Thon" -over $2000-- might be
police busy this week in Fulton, locked op there. The money, of
with let three Stilt tuesdtved as 'course, had been' deposited and P—
this issue went to press.
The Board of Directors of the Fulton Chamber of
the Secretary pointed out Monday
Late last week a sneak-thief that money is nc.er kept there. Commerc
e at a special meeting here Tuesday night
eetered a local firm during busA third break-in, reported Monnetts hours, managed to get to de; moraing heroine h.ippened urged the Chamber's Industrial Committee to use every
the safe while store personnel mer the week-end, was at reefers means at its disposal to obtain the $15,000,000
federal
were -not looking. end i Is reported store warehouse, where an under- prison for Fulton.
' to have stolen a sizeable sum.
mined quantity of .clothing was
The Industrial committee, represented at the meeting
Sometime over the weekend, stolen. Alex Noffel,
'owner, was
In County Sligo. Ireland, live a donkey and
by Clyde Williams, Jr., advised the Board that Fulton
kid. ;>urglars broke the glass of the unable to estimate the loss.
They live on a farm behind a stone wail. Kinly passer- Chamber of Commerce
upseemed very much still in the running for the giant
otfanc
ires eentrance
fnoe
tranceho
door, searched
doo
of•f_.1 give t,dliits to the donkey, but the kid, being sstairs
project, despite conflicting reports from the Southern
uable,
valed
so sm -111, usually couldn't be seen behind the wall and and took a stae.hiP quantity
Illinois
area, which.has recently reported as having the
of
lost out on the handouts. However, the kid figured out Nta MPS
project "sewed up".
eoarttzetdhe that
A revival of interest in the pro- ated by a recent letter from Benthat, by cl.mYng on the donkey's back, he got "bigger" thcel'haunr'gbelarralicolual:sttthth
Iect—a hot topic of discussion ator John Sherman dooper, in
and coald get his fair share of the tidbits—in fact'
here just a year ago—was gener- which Senator Collier stated
that
a great deal more than his shire.

(--From a story in the
Chicago Daily News, as reprinted In the Jan. '59 issue
of "Domestic Engineering".)
—
A few miles east of Fulton on

Curt Muzzall's
Death Saddens
Local Concern To Fulton Area
Be Converted Into
Federal Agency‘

Number Eleven

Concessions Contracts For
Centennial Awarded Monday

the prison site had not been definitely selected yet, and that
Fulton was one of five finalists
in the running.
Fulton is the only Kentucky
site in the fiee remaining, Mr.
Williams pointed out, adding that
now that only one site is left in
ths State, he feels that the full
resources of State agencies can
effectively be brought to hear on
the situation in assisting Fulton.
The full details of the campaign
were not made pubic, but it is
now generally understood that an
intensive . effort by the Local
Chamber Is expected to carry the
fight all the way to Washington.
The proposed $15,000,000 Federal
maximum - security
prison
was
stricken from the Federal Budget
last year, but was re-inserted in
the 1959 program and may be
built this year, The News was
advised.

If ever a man could be pointed to as a good Cbristiari, a17.57
a1
friend and a devoted father and
husband it was Curt Muzzall
the Otis Lecorriu farm live anothwhose untimely death on Moner kid and a donkey, side by side
The Fulton Jaycees were aday shocked and saddened hunIn the same pasture. With no
--jottings
dreds of people in West Kentuc- warded the contract for all con- Centennial celebration here in
maaserby to hand out lid bits, the
A meeting of the stockholders
from
kid likes to go out and forage for
and Tennessee who loved and cessions at the Fulton Ball Park July, according to Jimmy Young.
of the Fulton Building and Loan ky
and Dixon's Concessions of FulThe contracts were let Monday
himself l'nahie to jump the high
admired
him.
Association was held Tuesday
ton was awarded concessions for afternoon at 5 at the Friendly
fent, himself. he has worked out
.Curt Muzzall was one ot lose all of Lake Street
night. The stockholders voted at
during the Finance office.
a scheme. Newe. Nov. 13, 19Se e
s - the meeting that the local associa- friendly people who made every
•toy
4
The Jaycees will pay the CenSince there were et) many skeptics
tion would be converted into a gathering a real event and his
tennial Committee $426.72 two
to our recent story, we have been
Services for Clifford Morris,
ready laugh. his warm handshake
T
weeks before opening night. The w ho
able to get the following photodied Tuesday, March 9, in
and his loyalty to his friends, his
Association.
Centennial will run for six days
g ra ph sequence to verify the
St. Louis, will be held at 10 a. m.
community and his home will be
and
nights.
The
name
will
be
changed
to
%too -Dixon Concessions will have at Thursday at the Hornbeak Futhe First Federal Savings and remembered long after the
least 10 different stands on the neral Home chapel. The Rev.
Loan Association of Fulton, Ky. eulogies will cease to be written.
Somehow we always pictured
railroad side of Lake Street, and Oakley Woodside will officiate.
The conversion will not be cornBurial will be in Fairview CemeMuzzall
as
a
man
who
was
ay add more
pleted
before
m
nintey
if the crowds
days, ace
d
Nobody, but nobody, except
tery. He was 56.
always
"in
something"
to
and
he
mand
cording
more.
to Ernest Fall.
the folks in Highlands of course.'
usually was. He was always getMr. Morris was born on Feb.
The concession contracts were
A revival will begin on March
can realize what a real pleasure
ting up a hunting party. He was 18 at the
HAMLETT HOSPITALIZED
First Church of the awarded on a high bid basis and 20, 1903 in McConnell, Tenn., son
it is to be a part of the City of
always thinking of a big dinner Nazarene
on College and Green the Jaycees will have no competi- of Tom and Lou Wiley Morris.
Fulton. While we anticipate street
Clifton Hamlett of Jackson, where his friend, and his family Streets
and
will continue through tion at the ball park and Dixon He had been in the dry cleaning
lights sidewalks maybe, and a former Fulton resident, is a pati- could meet and enjoy each
others
will have no competition'on Lake business in St. Louis.
complete sewage system later on, ent in the Jackson-Madison Colin- I fellowship. Nothing pleased
him
Street.
Mr. Morris leaves his wife, Mrs.
nothing will compare with the ty Hospital in Jackson. His suf- more than to preside over
some
Dorothy Morris of St. Pedro,
out-of-this world pleasure of hav- tering from a blood clot in his . gathering and to tell some gooji
Calif.; a daughter, Mrs. Anna Lois
ing garbage collection and street leg and will have to remain in bed story on his friends.
And his
Chitwood of Hot Springs, Ark.;
cleaning.
for some time. He is an uncle greatest joy came when he was
a brother, John Morris of Fulton;
of Ouida Jewell of The News,
Continued on Page Twelve
I
a sister, Mrs. A. J. Wright of FulFor those of you who have in
ton; three grandchildren; three
joyed this pleasure, lo these
J. M. Martin, principal of Ful- nieces, Mrs. Max McKnight of
years. I'd like to tell you what
ton High School, today announc- Fulton, Mrs. James Morris of
• delightful experience it is to
ed the honor roll for the fourth Charleston, West Virginia, and
look at a big pail of garbage and
six weeks. The honor roll follows: Mrs. Louise Meeker of Troy,
know that you don't have to con- ,
Seniors: Boys—Kenneth Turn- Ohio; and a nephew, John Morris,
template the mess and wonder
er, Roger- Pigue
Glynn Ray Jr. of St. Louis.
whether you should hide it upBradley, Philip Jeffress, Warde Mrs. Robert Davis and Porter
stairs, downstairs ne perhaps in , The Fulton Jaycees met Thurs- poned temporarily.
Burnette, Joe Johnson, Johnny !Morris, both now deceased, were
One new .member, Clayton
a bedroom, dining-room or sink. day night and made plans for
;organizing a Junior Chamber of Joyce of, the jiVry-Morse Seed
Allen, Freddy Harper, Charlie , a sister and brother of Mr. MorI Commerce group in Clinton. The Company, was introduced.
Fludelleston, Brady_ Williamson. ris.
The kid mounts a handy stoma"
Before
Highlandswas incor- local Jaycees will meet in ClinGirls—Susan Bushart, Ruth L.
In the pasture and raises a racket
The body is at the Hornbeak
tint the donkey comes alongside. porated into the city limits two ton on Monday, March 16 and
Continued on Page Twelve
Funeral Home.
things in life gave me the all- I again on March 23 for the purtime, all-time willies . . . one of pose of organizing the club.
them is a septic tank, the other
The next regular dinner meetwas garbage. To think about, or ing of the Fulton Jaycees will
be
Lawson Roper, local assistant
talk about a septic tank throws ' held at the Crutchfield Methpostmaster, attended an executive
me into a tailspin, And I am not odist Church with the ladies
Rev. A. E. and Pauline Miller
club
alone. As a matter of fact I get I of the church preparing and ser- meeting of the Postal Supervisors
of Kentucky Monday afternoon March 29. Services will be held
a little squeamish even writing ving the meal. The meeting
will at the Sheridan Hotel
Robert Burrow, Red Cross Fund J. P. Haines, Mrs. J. D. Simpson,
in Louis- each evening at 7:30 and at 10:45
about the gadgets.
start at 7:30 p. m.
ville.
Campaign Chairman, announced John Joe Campbell, Miss Rebecca
Sunday morning.
At the meeting Thursday night
The group were guests of the
The evangelists will be the Rev. today, the selection of his work- Tucker, Mrs. Lila Hastings, and
But the garbage is something the group discussed the regional
Louisville Postal Supervisors A. E. and Pauline Miller of
Mt. ers, who will assist him in the W. A. Wright.
else. Used to be I'd urge the chil- meeting to be held on March 28,
Monday evening. Mr. Roper is Gilead, Ohio.
fund drive next week.
•
Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle is the
dren to eat everything on their which will be attended by sevpresident of the Kentucky Postal
They are: Mrs. Paul Wright, residential chairman and will be
The two are serving full time
plate so we wouldn't have the eral local members. Also the state
Supepteleors of the National Asso- in the Church of the Nazarene,
an Otis Sizzle, Mrs. Paul Wade, J. in charge of soliciations in the
problem of cleaning the plates, meeting at Paducah in April and
ciation,
D. Hales, Charles Reams, C. H. residential area.
Continued on Pape Twelve
throwing the garbage in a con- the national convention in BufMcDaniels, Barney Speight, Buck
The Red Cross Drive will start
tainer and in just a few minutes falo, N. Y. in June were discussBushart, Foad Homrse, Spud Ed- on Monday, March 16, and the
have the same garbage strewn ed.
wards, Bertes Pigue, Louis Weeks, cooperation of everyone is earnall over the neighborhood by
The
Guy Upton. Flynn Powell, Don estly requested in this project.
hungry dogs. Fact is, I think the ed by
The kid jumps from stump to real reason
Sensing, Pete Wright, Ernet Fall,
Mrs Eugene Hoodenpyle, Resiwhy R. Paul is so fat
the donkey's back, and rides the ,
Ward Johnson, Paul Boyd, Arch dential Chairman, today announcis because I urged him to eat the
donkey over to the nearby fence.' scraps
Huddleston, Clyde Wood, Robert ed the following women workers
in everybody's plate so
Rudolph, Bud Davis, Joe Trees, of the Red Cross Drive.
we wouldn't have to find a
Mrs. Doran Colley, Grady VarEast Fulton—Mrs. Joe Hall,
place to put them.
deh, Bill Adams, Jim Huffine, Chairman, Mrs. William Hill, Mrs.
Mrs. Virginia Perry, Jerry War- J. S. Mills, Mrs. Ed Engle, Mrs.
The garbage problem even got
ren, Harold Holloday, Miss Mary Carmi Page, Mrs. R. A. Owen,
me in lots of trouble with many
Swann Bushart, Glenn Williams,
Continued on Page Twelve
of our good advertisers. I try as
hard as I can to buy nearly everyMany farm leaders from this
thing we use from our advertis- area were In Louisville on Tuesers, but the dogs in the neighbor- day; March 10, for the 25th Annihood have never shared my versary Celebration of Kentucky's
loyalty. One time the milk man production credit associations.
came to the house to deliver, his
me 400 people, including
wares, and I noticed that he mfmers who became members
in
wasn't too friendly. Knowing that 1934, attended the state-wide
Although the goal of $8,000 was not reached in the
afhe beams, greets and smiles all fair held in the Flag Room of
Swim-AThon, which was broadcast most of the day Satthe
over the place when he delivers I Kentucky Hotel They were
the
urday over Radio Station WFUL, the Willow Plunge
the milk I just had to ask him I official representatives
of the 18,what was wrong. Said he: "Jo, 500 Kentucky farmers
Park Corporation was pleased with the $2,339.84, which
who are
your yard is full of milk cartons the members
and owners of the
was enough money to pay off the indebtedness of the
from our competitors." He was state's ton production
_ credit
pool.
right , . . but they weren't our associations. It is
through these
empty cartons. It was obvious local credit
The Swim-A-Thon, sponsored by the corporation, was
cooperatives that
that the other dairy products Kentucky farmers
reach into the
attended
by enthusiastic crowds at the Fulton Woman's
were for the dogs.
financial centers of the nation for
Club.
more than $40,000,000 of farm
With the donkey alongside the In the years BC (before
A spokesman for the Board of ton's Nancy Adams and a trio,
collec- operating credit annually.
fence, the kid easily leaps over
Directors of Willow Plunge said and the Lambuth Choir particition) most of us found it a good
Representi
ng
the
Jackson
Proand is free
today, "Although we fell far short pated. Both were well received.
idea to wrap the garbage in old duction Credit Association at
this
of the goal of $8,000, we were 'The Willow
newspapers, put it in a container celebration were T. R.
Plunge Park CorWilliamhighly pleased with the result and poration wants
in the back yard, and let it stay son, President, Fulton
to thank all those
County
enough
money
was raised to pay who participated on
there until a private drayman Farm Bureau; Roy Bard,
the Swimchairoff the present indebtedness of A-Thon, the press
picked it up. But you know what man, Fulton County ASC
and radio, the
Comthe pool. However we will have Woman's Club
... the dogs resented that too ... mittee; R. Harold Shaw,
and the many
Vo. Ag.
to have more help before the con- others who helped
they felt they had a right to read teacher; Parnell Garrigan,
in the project.
PCA
R. C. Pickering, retired I. C. the paper before it got
struction
bath
the
house
of
can
all soggy director and John P. Wilson,
On Friday, volunteer workers
clerk, has been named publicity and dirty from
started
be
and
pool
the
cannot
garbage. So what Field Representative from the
chairman of the Ken-Tenn-0- did they
open until the bath house is canvassed the town selling "Skat"
do. They'd go in the Association.
to raise funds for the pool. But
Rama, to replace Mrs. Charles garbage can, unwrap
built".
the garbage.
They
represented the associaWalker, who resigned last week. read the
A great array of talent was if the pool is to open this sumpaper, and if in resent- tion's members in Fulton county.
UP EARLY AND CAMPAIGNING... That's Wilson on hand at the Woman's Club all mer. still more funds will have
ment would chew the paper up in
TO WORK FOR KU
Wyatt,(right) handing out campaign cards at the Henry day Saturday, participting in the to be forthcoming, for according
small bits and throw it all over
MOO PURCHASE
Swin-A-Thon and all were en- to the State Health Laws, the pool
Mrs. Boots Paschall Adams has the yard. It was a mess.
Kathryn R. Lannom announced I. Siegel garment plant at 6:30 a. m. in the interest of
thusiastically received. The Wil- cannot open without a bathhouse.
resigned her position in the
this week that 2500 license plates the Combs-Wyatt campaign for Governor and
lieuten- low Plunge Corporation was Any person, who failed to
Ferry-Morse office to accept a
But now
now, everything is were purchased this year as composition in the Kentucky Utilities sweetness and light. The garbage pared to 2400 last year. The dead- ant-Governor. Facing camera next to Mr. Wyatt is Jo especially appreciative of the make a contribution to the Swimoffice here She began her new looks sweet and the burden is line for purchase of auto tags was Westpheling, State campaign chairwoman for the talent that appeared from Murray A-Thon Saturday are asked to
and Lambuth College. The Mur- mail their donation to the Board
duties last week.
light.
March 2.
Combs-Wyatt team.
ray College group included Fail- of Directors,

Clifford Morris
Dies Tuesday

14a,41.111
XZWWw.;
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Revival To Be
Held At Local
Nazarene Church

Fulton High
Honor Roll Told

Local Jaycees To Organize
Junior Chamber Group At Clinton

Robert Burrow Names Workers
For Annual Red Cross Fund Drive

Farm Leaders
From Here In
Louisville

$2,339.84 Raised At Radio WFUL
Swim-A-Thon In Fulton Saturday

Pickering Is
Publicity Chairman

-

•

411.

He Hasn't Been Told Which Mistake To Make
(The following timely observations on a
current ticklish Kentucky political question
appeared in the KENTUCKY IRISH AMERICAN, Louisville, on Saturday, March 7. Even
if you dbier-agree with these views, you'll
have to admit the solution, if any, will be
interesting to watch ... the eds.)

A military wedding has been defined as two bridesmaids and six shotguns. What sort of a wedding there
will be, if any, between Chandler's
candidate for governor and one of the
many hopefuls for lieutenant governor hasn't been decided.
The threat of force may be necessary. So far friendly persuasion has
failed.
just be terrible if the
beauty of the ceremony is smothered
by a display of weapons, but that's the
way the banana splits.
Here are the hopefuls:
Mrs. Ben Kilgore, former State director of parks.
Ben Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture.
J. B. Wells, Jr., former rural highway commissioner.
John Young Brown, attorney.
(Two others are in the lists, E.
Neville Browning at Irvine and Russell Porter of Maysville, but they are
grouped in the mutuel field at 1,000
to 1. If you're a regular player, your
bookmaker will jump that to 2,000-1.)
Ha'y Lee Waterfield is the man on
the spot in this situation, and the spot
is marked with a big X. He doesn't
know yet what he's going to do, mainly because Chandler hasn't told him.
Obviously, if Chandler decides his
stooge should team up with one of the
four, the other three won't like it. If
our noble governor chooses to keep
Ha'y Lee free from entangling alliances—other than his own, that is—
all four may exhibit righteous wrath.
It's a pretty sad picture. So why are
all regular Democrats laughing fit to

bust?
Because thefiy remember last time.
In 1955, the organization was overloaded with candidates for lieutenant
governor. The board of strategy,
which made all the old mistakes and
then sat up nights devising new
blunders, decided not to pick one and
make the others mad. A halfhearted
attempt was made to slate different
men in different districts.
The result was inevitable- all of
'em, divided against themselves, lost
to the unity of the opposition.
Now the positions are exactly reversed. Bert Combs and Wilson Wyatt
are running as a team, and in this
unity there is tremendous strength.
Chandler hasn't pickeslanybody to
run with Waterfield. He dassn't.
Mrs. Kilgore, Butler, Wells and
Brown are all running on their own.
They aren't helping themselves, and
they sure as shootin' ain't helping
Ha'y Lee, who's standing' in the need
of prayer.
Not that.they aren't willing to help.
Goodness, no. Here in Louisville Mrs.
Kilgore, who is no shrinking Violet,
has opened headquarters next door to
a Waterfield set-up. Sort of a real
estate togetherness.
Just a few days ago J. B. Wells told
how strong he is for Ha'y Lee. He's
still holding the phone, waiting to
hear Ha'y Lee say how strong he As
for Mr. Wells. Poor J. B.'s liable to
wind up with a cauliflower ear.
Ben Butler is out stompin' on plowed ground. Says he doesn't need anybody's help.
John Young Brown, whose demonstrated talents as a marathon runner
have never been appreciated by U. S.
Olympic authorities, is conducting a
quiet campaign. Probably figures if
he keeps real still the others will go
away.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Our Mysterious Powers Of Sex And Love
By Rev. James Killgallon
co-author of "Life in Christ"
Among all the powers that we possess, the power of sex is unique. It is
the only gift we have which we may
not use for our own sake. Our eyes,
our ears we use in order to bring the
outside world into our mind. Our
power of nourishing ourself we use in
order to build up our own body. But
our power of sex we posses in order
that we might give ourselves to another in a union of body and soul which
is to last a lifetime.
WHAT did God have in mini when
he gave his children this wonderful
power of sex? In his divine plan God
has given us a world in which human
skill and artistry can add to the order
and beauty of his creation. But he was
not content to allow men to share in
his creation merely as workers and
artists. God also desired to give men
and women a share in the creation of
new human beings who are destin
ed
to share his happiness for all eternity
in heaven.
The first purpose of sex, then, is to
bring new life into the world. But this
wonderful power in human beings is
also something else, something deeply mysterious. It is the means whereby a man and woman with God's
blessing give themselves to one another in love, and thereby find their fulfillment in one another and a closer
union with God through one another.
LOVE always expresses itself by an
attempt to give oneself to the loved
one. We give gifts to those we love,
the gift of attention, interest, time.
. Voted "Best All Around" IP class in
in 1954 Kentucky Press AssociationKentucky
judging
Successor of various weekly papers in
ton, he first of which was founded in Ful1880.
Address all mall (subscriptions. change
of address. Ponies
3579 to

_,ost Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentuclo,

Published Every Thursday of The Year
PAUL and :OHANNA M. WESTPHELIN
G
Editors and Publishers
A member of His Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscriptiem Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky , and Obion
asad Weakley Counties, Term., Elsewhe
re
throughout the United State; $300 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act nf March. 18-9
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We give presents to those we love;
the deeper the love the more precious
and personal the present.
Our power of sex is in some mysterious- way peculiarly, deeply ourself.
The very words, intimate, private,
personal, applied to the sexual faculty
give evidence of this fact. Thus it is
the means whereby men and women
can give themselves to one another in
a love which is fruitful in new human
beings, children who are both God's
and theirs. The joy and fulfillment to
be found in married love are God's
rewards to his sons and 1.aughters
who enter into the vocatioWof marriage and parenthood.
SEX, therefore, is not merely a
means of obtaining pleasure; it is far
deeper than that. Still less is it something shameful or sordid. Rather it is
something sacred. It is only the misuse that is shameful, all the more
shameful because it is the misuse of
something sacred. Sex in human beings may never be divorced from love.
The misuse of sex is a sin against
love, not only against divine love, as
is every sin, but against human love
as well.
I do not believr_you can do today's
job with yester.day's methods and be
in business tomorrow.
—Nelson Jackson
I like business because it is corn- •
petitive, because it rewards deeds
rather than words.
—R. H. Cabell
Rushing around smartly is no proof
of accomplishing much.
—Mary Baker Eddy
The art of winning in business is in
working hard—not taking things too
seriously.
—Elbert Hubbard
To business that we love, we rise
betimes, and go to it with delight.
—Shakespeare
The most successful business man
is the man who holds onto the,old just
as long as it is good and grabs the new
jut as soon as it is better.
—Robert P. Vanderpoel

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by b4chatters

"We recoasossed this peir for bee:losersr

volunteers will be celebrating the
47th birthday of Girl Scouting,
which occurs on March 12.
Western K e nt ucky's Girl
Scouts, who are members of the
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council,
Girl Scout Week opened Run- participated in the celebration by
dayin Fulton and throughout the going to the churches synagogues
United States.
of their choice dressed in their
More than 3,000,000 registered neat green or brown uniforms on
Girl Scouts, Brownies and adult Girl Scout Sunday, March 8.
During the week troops are
automobile had nothing to do holding many ceremonies, observances and parties in celebration
with it.
But fifty years later its differ- of the event.
The Bear Creek Council serves
ent. Now everybody rides in autos
or airplanes, plays poker and nine counties in Western Kenbridge, shoots craps, plays the tucky—Ballard. Carlisle, Crittenpiano with both feet instead of den, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
their hands, goes to the movies, Livingston, Marshall and Mcsmokes cigarette., drinks any- Cracken—as well as South Fulthing they can get, wears silks, ton, Tenn.
The Council lists 1,515 register"bellyache" about hardtimes, and
blames them on which every ed girl members and 550 adult
party happens to be in power. members.
They never go to bed the same
day they get up, and yet think
ROBERTS. NAMED
they are having a wonderful time.
The announcement was made
This is the age of telephones, last week that Homer Roberts
of
telegraphs, suffragettes, profi- Hickman has accepted the Fulton
teers, gunman, highjackers, boy- County co-chairmanship of the
ish bob, bootleggers, excess taxes, Combs-Wyatt campaign.
probition, stepins and step-outs
Roberts, former Fulton County
—and we think we are going Judge, will work along with
Dr.
some.
Ward Bushart of Fulton.

Girl Scout
Week Opens

•

FROM THE FILES:—
1111
I
1

Turning Back The Clock--

March 10, 1939
club Tuesday night at her home
The 1939 Kitty League season
on W. State Line.
will open on May 4th according
to the schedule submitted to the
Miss Marguerite Butt of Fulton.
club president by Hugh Wise of
week-end guest of Miss Sarah
Owensboro. Wise was chosen by • Bransford. in Union Coy,
was
the loop officials to draft a
signally honored Sundav night at
schedule and submit to the varian informal supper given by Miss
ous clubs.
Bransford at her home on Cheatham Street.
In the First District basketball
tournament which was held at
The marriage of Miss Dorothy
Arlington last week Fulton was Sams, daughter of Mr and
Mrs.
defeated by Cayce Thursday
G. T. Sams of Fulton and Howard
night. This was the only game
M. Powell. son of Mr and Mrs.
Fulton played in the tournament. R. C. Poleww of Hickma
n. was
solemnized Saturday -evening at
South Fulton Angels won their 8 at the Christian parsona
ge in
first round in the girls regional Hickman.
tournament at Union City Friday,
when they defeated Gleason 26Mrs. W. B. McClain. Fulton
21. But the Martin team was too
representative, has returned from
much for them, as the South
the Stale Convention of the
Fulton girls lost 54-16.
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle
held in Louisville, March 6 and 7.
Mrs. T. M. Franklin was hostess
to the luncheon club Tuesday at
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Moore anher home on Third-st.
nounce the birth of a daughter,
weighing six and one-half pounds.
Miss Adolphus Latta was hosMonday afternoon in the Fulton
tess to her regular Thursday night
Hospital.

•

Now my faucets
really mean it
when they say-.

On February 19 the Tebacco
Subcommittee of the House Agriculture Committee held hearings
on proposals to stabilize and protect the price suppor,t level for
tobacco. Spokesmen for eighteen
grower, farm and related organizations representing all segments
of the tobacco industry appeared
before the Tobacco Subcommittee. All of them urged enactment
of legislation to set the price
support level for tobacco at 90 per
cent of "old" parity in place of
the "modernized" parity formula
used in recent years.
But they opposet1 any "roll
back" in support prices. The net
effect of the proposal would be
to fix the support level for burley tobacco at the 1958 figure of
55.4c until such time as 90 per
cent of old parity exceeds this
amount. This would probably be
two to four years depending on
how much prices go up on things
farmers buy. The support levels
for fire-cured and dark air-cured
were stabilized at 28.8c and 34.5c
under a law passed in 1957.
Kentucky Area Spokesmen supporting the bill included John
Berry, President of the Burley
Tobacco Growers Assocation, Lexington, Kentucky; Jack Welch,
Vice President of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau; and A. Y. Lloyd,
Executive Vice President of the
Burley and Dark Leaf Export
Association. Dr. John B. Huston,
a native of west Kentucky, now
President of Tobacco Associates,
also strongly supported the proposal.
Congressman Pat Jennings of
southwest Virginia introduced a
bill on February 26 in ltne with
the recommendation of the grower groups. If the Department of
favorably on this legislation, we
will probably hold further hearings in the tobacco growing areas.
We will report developments on

with the New ELECTRIC
water heating service

(The following article, an old
clipping, was contributed by
Charlie Browder of Duncan,
Okla., a former Fulton resident.)
There are still a few who can
remember back fifty years ago,
when beer was five cents a glass
—lunch free. Eggs were three
dozen for a quarter, and milk was
three cents a quart. The butcher
gave liver for the cat, and treated
the kids with bologna. The hired
girl was satisfied with $2.00 a
week, and did the washing.
Women did not powder nor paint,
play bridge nor bob their hair.
Men wore boots, whiskers and
chewed tobacco, spit on the sidewalk, worked eleven hours a day,
and never heard of a strike.
Kerosene lamps and photo albums
in the parlow were luxuries. No
one was operated on for appendictis, or bought monkey glands
to restore their youth. The youngsters had some work to do, walked miles to .school, wore cotton
flannels, minded their parents
and were satisfied with what they
had Folks lived to a good old
age, and when they did die an

•••••
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this bill from time to time in
the weeks ahead.
TVA SELF-FINANCING
BILL HEARINGS
The House Public Works Committee has scheduled hearings for
March 10 and 11 on the TVA
Self-Financing bills. As previously reported, identical bills have
been introduced by me and several other members from the TVA
area. The purpose of the bills is
to permit TVA to sell bonds to
finance expansion to meet the
needs for additional electric power in the TVA area.
FIRST DISTRICT VISITORS
Many First District residents
have visited my office since the
session opened. They were as
welcome as a letter from home
when I was away in service. Some
visitors during the past two
weeks were: Barbara S. Johnson,
La Center, (student at the University of Kentucky): John R.
Vinson, Cadiz; Bobbie R. Grogan,
Murray, (now living in Louisville); Dr. John C. Quertermous,
Murray; and Emerson Beauchamp, Jr.,7 Russellville.

How Times
Change

FINAL DI
PRICE St

Kentucky

by your Congressman, Frank Stubblefield

TOBACCO PRICE SUPPORT
LEGISLATION PROPOSED

by the
agencies
Ken-Ter

now 7 cent
same in 19!
a total of 85
Thomas H
secretary of
many car c
their gasolin
be surprise
much they
in the court
He noted t
is the figure

WASHINGTON REPORT
Committee hearings on legislative proposals relating to the farm
program, housing, and relief for
distressed areas have dominated
the Capitol scene for the past two
weeks. Very few bills were acted upon by the House, but practically all of the House Committees were deeply engaged in hearings on proposals affecting most
of the activities of the Federal
Government.

Far

This new electric
water heating service is
designed for today's automatic clothes washing
and dish washing—and
for today's bigger families.

2 cents a bath is
all you pay to

Yes, now you can add
to the cleanliness, safety,
and carefree service of
an electric water heater
--ample hot water for
every modern household
need.

heat water the
safe. clean. electric
way. This is
the average cost
with our low rate.

If your use of hot water has outgrown your
present electric water heater, call us. Its rate
of recovery can be increased at small cost.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Farm News, Meetings, Events

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 12, 1959, PaZ
li
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(Ed's note: the following in/ormatton. sung:leg THE NEWS
by the USDA. ASC nearby County Agents and agricultural
agene.rs will be of special interest to Progressive farb.ers in the
Kit-Tenn area)

Prisoner Suffers
Skull Fracture
In County Jail

FINAL DATE TO OBTAIN 1958 'he Price Support loan
rate on
PRICK SUPPORT ON CORN
farms that were within their corn
, Roy Bard, Chairman of the ' allotment was $1.43 per bustod
Fulton ASC County Committee, and on those farms which w
stated that his office had_receiv- not within their allotment $1.13.
ed information from the State GRAIN PRICE SUPPORT
ASC Committee, which establish- RATES ANNOUNCED
ed March 31st as the final date to
The U. S.' Department of Agriobtain a corn loan or a Purchase
culture has announced the followAgreement on the 1958 crop.
Mr. Bard also -stated that the ! in./ 1959-crop national averagt•
maturity date had.also been made price support rates:
Corr--$1.12 per tau. (90% of
earlier, Mar lit due to the fact
-that this wreirir hifeitted with the proccding 3-year - -average-,peScsAngounicas Moth aad other in- receiwed by farmers); Oats---.& ,
sects whicli tend to lower the I per bu., 80% of parity; Barley—
.77 per bu., 80% of parity; Grain
grade of ,corn.
,Corghum—$1.52 cwt., 80% of
Mr. Bard urged all farmers who parity; Rye—.90
per bu., 604 of
might be considering Price Sup- parity;
Soybeans—$1.85 per bu.
port on corn to apply at the coun- (App. 85%
of parity); Wheat—
ty ASC Office at their very earli- $1.81. per
bu. (App. 75% of
est- convenience '--He stated that parity).

State Gasoline Taxes Deductible In Federal
Income Tax Returns Says Announcement
With the approach of the April Public Roads gives as
the aver15 deadline for Federal Income age consumption
of motor fuel
Tax returns, Kentucky car own- per vehicle in
Kentucky, but he
ers were 'reminded today that a pointed out that
this is merely a
large part of the gasoline tax they guide, and that
individual gasopiid in j958 is deductible.
line tax deductions must be computed in terms of actual car usage
The itentucxy eetroieum
• In issuing the reminder, noted and fue4 consumption.
that Internal Revenue Service
instructions specifically allow
itemized deductions for state
gasoline taxes, auto license fees
and state and local retail sales
taxes. The added 3-cent federal
gasoline tax, however, is not deBoy Scouts of Troop 43 held
ductible.
their regular Weekly meeting
Kentucky's state gasoline tax. Monday night, March 2 and gennow 7 cents a gallon, was the eral election of officers for the
same in 1958, and cost motorists coming year.
a total of $59
Officers are as follows: Junior
Thomas H. Maxedon, executive Leaders appointed are—Juni
or
,ecretary of the council, said that Assistant Scout Masters,
David
many car owners, in computing Cunningham, Jimmy Stanfield
,
their gasoline tax deductions, may John Mann; Senio- Patron.
Willis
• be surprised to discover -how Elliott; Scribe, Harry Williams
.
much they pay in gasoline tnices
in the murk of a year.
Regular officers elected are:
' He noted that 728 gallons a year Patrol leader, Danny McGuire,
is the figure the U. S. Bureau of Lynn Cravens, Terry Barclay,
Freddy Wells; Quartermaster,
Phi lip Cunningham; Bugler,
Barry Adams.
The next meeting of Troop 43
will be 6:30 p. m , March 9 at
which times the scouts will go
The Carlisle County Comets skating at Pilot Oak., All parents
breezed past the Clinton Red of the cscOuts are invited to atDevils 62-49 at Bardwell Saturday tend. Harry Williams, Scribe.
night in the finals of the First
District tournament.
There was no consolation game.
Both teams will represent the
district in the First Regional
Tournament this week at Murray.
Jackson. Tenn.—In two sepJerry Todd. who before Satur- arate eases, four west Tennesday night saw only limited-action , seans have been charged in Fed.
in the tournament because of a! et-al Court here with violating
recently-broken arm, sparked hisi Federal regulations designed to
team to victory, The 6-3% center- prevent the interstate spread
of
forward spun and drove for 18, the cattle
;rase known as.
points and was in the air time bruncellosis.
after time to snare 15 rebounds' Criminal information indictin the game,
ments were filed by the office
Coach Tom Atkins used 10 men of United States Atty. Minims'
in the game and seven of them Fitzhugh against J. E. Counce,
scored Guard Ronnie Wilmouth James Elmer Williams and Clarwas Ai1etenaive thorn in the side ence Walker Lav. all of Savannah,
of the Clinton team and was and C. E. Weldon of Martin, a
Carlisle's second biggest offensive trucking line executive
threat with 14 points.
The Savannah men are charged
Coach Jim Webb's Red Devils with violating the law March 25,
gave the Comets lit-for-tat- for 1958, in transporting "one or more
eight full minutes and the initial head of cattle" from Savannah to
period ended in a 11-11 deadlock. the Florence Packing Co. at
Only five points separated the Florence. Ala.
teams at halftime with Carlisle on
Mr. Weldon is charged with
top 30-25.
violating the law May 6. 1958, in
The Comets' second half lead transporting four cows and a bull
varied from nine to 13 points.. from Belforest, Ala., to Martin.
Ceylon -Myers, a guard, was
The indictments charged that
the only player in double figures In both instances the cattle were
for Clinton with 12.
"not accompanied by a prescribCarlisle
11 30 51 82 ed certificate issued by a Federal
Clinton
11 25 42 49 or state inspector or an accredited
veterinarian."
Hearings on the charges have
SUSTAINS LICENSE
The State Board of Agriculture been set here March 23.
has sustained the revocation of
the termite and pest control!
BURR DEFENDED
operator's licence of Lawson I Aaron Burr, charged with high
Smith, owner and operator of misdemeanor, was defended sucWestern Kentucky Termite Con- cessfully in a Frankfort. Ky.,
trol, same address.
court by Henry Clay.

Troop 43 Elects
Officers For Year

Carlisle Drops
Clinton 62-49

Happy Birthday
March 12: Mrs. T. J. Kramer,
Sr., Carolyn Underwood, Tommy
Reams; March 13: Michael Homra,
Mrs. Allen Jones, Mrs. Sallie Cavender, Mrs. S. B Estes, James
Hyland, Gayle Kimbell; March 14:
Ella Doyle, Shirley, Jackson,
Brady Williamson, Georgia Bell;
March 15: Suzanne Copeland,
Jerry Clark; March 16: Ruth
Strayhorn, Hillman Collier, Thad
Fagan, Mrs. Moore 3oyner, David
Holland; March 17: S. E. Hancock, Bill Fenwick, Dorothy Parton, Gail Logan; March 18: Margaret Ann Nev/ton, Viron Beard;
Mrs. Jack Burton, Wanda Jo
Frankum, Leon Peterson, Horace
Reams.

Union City--Albert Roach of
South Fulton, who was returned
to the county jail Thursday morning after fleeing circuit court in
January, evidently tell in his cell
Thi:rsday afternom and suffered
.1 skull fracture.
The atteridng physician at the
Cbion County General hospital
said Roach was unconscious on
.arzival.aud in serious; condisacrn.
He was taken to the Kennedy hospital. in Memphis Thursday afteroon for possible orain surgery.
Sheriff Ebb Gwalt.tey said that
Roach had requested and received a private cell. He said
Jailer James Harden took his
lunch to him at noon and then
Homemade yeast breads make
went back at about 12:45 p. m.
RUSH( REEK 4-HERS WIN K. I. AWARD—
test. Pictured here are (from left) Maurice Carr and picked up the tray. At about even an ordinary meal special!
Fulton County. 4-11 members and leaders are tiondurant, vice
president of the club; Johnny Bob 2:20 the jailer heard a thud and Homemade yeast breads will be
shoan at the recognition dinner in Paducah at
Watts, county agent; Bill Padon, K. C. farm
saw Roach lying on the floor. A the subject of Kentucky Homeuhich the Rush ('reek 4-Ii Club received the service adviser;
makers program on WPSD-TV,
Robert W. Burrow of K. U.; Leon White - Ranson
ambulance
was
county championship award in the annual KenJones, club president, and Harry Watts, treasurer. summoned
and *le was taken to Channel 6, March 18, 12:30 to 1:00
tucky lailities Company 4-ii Achievement Conp. m.
the local 'hospital.
Misses Isabel Crutchfield and
Sheriff Gwaltney said Roach
:horizes councilmen of cities of Councilmen will become effective must have fallen,
Lois McClure, Home Demonstrastriking his
the third class, such as Mayfield,
tion Extension Agents of Hopkins
in December of this year—when head on the radiator.
to receive a maximum of $15 per
County, will be guests of Mrs.
Roach was to stand trial in Anna
the row council is seated. A new
meeting.
C. Thompson, Area Home
council will be elected in the May January on charges of felonious Demonstration Extension Agent,
Mayfield'
s City Council meets
assault on his father when he fled who is in charge
Mayfield—Future City Councilof this program.
men of Mayfield will receive $15 twice a' month--so councilmen Democratic primary.
the courthouse, taking his wife's They will make refrigera
tor rolls
per meeting insteacl of $3 as in will receive $30 per month inThe vote on raising the Pay
and demonstrate methods for difthe past.
stead of $6. They will receive no icale
Roach was picked up in Madi- ferent uses of rolls and breads.
was unanimous.
son. Wis., by Deputies., J. I. Case Included in the program will
Senate Bill No. 264, which be- pay for special or call meetings.
be
and Joe Gwaltney aria: ,returned a method for making sweet rolls
came effective July 18, 1958, auThe new pay scale for City
read the Claatiried Ads
here Thursday morning at 430. and brown and serve rolls.

Homemade Breads
Subject Of Program

Pay Of Mayfield
Councilmen Raised

I

Prompt Printing
Service
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West Tennesseans
Will Face Charges

EASTER SPECIAL!
NEW HAT FREE with every Suit
(made-to-measure suits not included)

NEW
SUITS

The NEWS commercial printing department offers you
an expert staff of printers and a fine stock of various type
faces for TOP QUALITY PRINTING of everything from
an envelope to a 160-page catalog.

IMMEDIATE SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE ON ALL PRINTING
• Business stationery
•Business forms
• Programs

We will be happy to help you design special forms for
your needs. It has been our privilege to have provided
this service for many firms in and around Fulton.

BY HYDE PARK, to $65
BY MERIT, to $60.
BY DARBY HOUSE. to $45.

PASTEL SHADE DRESS SHIRTS
(Reg. $3.95) - - - 2 for the price of 1. plus Sc

GRISHAM-BUTTER WORTH

PHONE 470

MEN'S CLOTHING
Main Street

The Fulton News
"The Printing Number"

Fulton
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could be back in high school? So
many people have often told me
that I should really be proud
that I am still in high school. In
a way I guess they are right and
I am really very lucky, but there
is still a lot of work and strain
Harrison
trying to keep up with the rest
of your class friends.
near.
I often wonder sometimes, if
My! To even think that in
maybe we would just be ourselves
another year I will be graduating. and try to du our best and what
It hardly seems possible.
we think is right if we wouldn't
Have you ever wished you be a lot more happier. Everyone
has and always will till the end
of time, want to be ahead of his
neighbor.
Do you ever wonder what you
would do if you didn't have some
one to follow after or someone
to be like?
If everyone person would just
be theirselves and not put on anything extra, your neighbor, your
friends and your own and follow
it then see if you aren't a lot better off.
The young people of today will
be parents and leaders of tomorrow. The world is depending on
us to continue on the work that
has been lain as a foundation for
us. Our parents and leadersikof
today has lain a very fine foundation and what more is it then our
duty to carry on and build up the
future for the ones that will follow us.
We must be ourselves and build
our lives with the one goal:The
one that will be ours throughout
our future.
"Think wrongly; if you please;
but in all cases think for yourself"—Gotthold Lessing.

Obion County Seniors Eligible For $500 Labor
Scholarship; Local Students May Take Part

I News Around Fulton High School
By Judy
RE YOURSELF IN ALL CASES
Here another six weeks of our
second semester has ended. Only
twelve more weeks of school and
spring vacation will be drawing

RETIRED
FROM
OPEN
STOCK

2 FAMOUS
DESIGNS

STERLING

SALE

THIS IS YOUR UST CHANCE TO BUY THESE TWO
FAMOUS DESIGNS AT SUBSTANTIAL SAYINGS.
Decide now on the pieces
you want...in ETRUSCANclassic formality is a wellproportioned design, or
LILY OF THE VALLEY -OFF ALL PIECES
a nature motif is contemporary design ... and
we'll budget payments to
suit you.
Serving pieces in both patterns from $3.33 to
$15.75 ... regularly $4.75 to $22.50. Popular serv•
ices from $67.20... regularly $96.00.
After this Sale — these patterns will be retired
from open stock. Additional and fill-in pieces will
be obtainable only at made-to-order prices.
"Sterling is for sow ...for you

30%

on

objectively,

Saturday March 7 the Obioit•

Motion For New
Trial Overruled

County Labor council announced thoroughness of treatment of the County 4-H Club Public Speak-

Circuit Court Judge Elvis Stahr
today that all West Tennessee subject, clarity of expression and ing Contest was held in Union
Saturday. Feb 28, at Hickman
high school seniors are eligible to, organization of the material.
City Fifty-eight boys and girls overruled LI motion
for a new
compete in the second annual
from the county entered the con- trial in the case
of
contest
sponsored by
scholarship
test. South Fulton had 22 con- Harrison, of Cayce Effie Jewell
administrator
the Tennessee State Labor Countestants.
of the estate of John R. Harrison,
cil I(AFL-CIO).
In the senior boys division Pat deceased, against the Hickman Exceptions are children of the
Dkoady on first place and John Fulton Counties Rural Electric
state labor council staff or emHughes was second place winner. Cooperative Corporation.
ployea of the state council.
Mrs Harrison's attorney, M C
Linda Rogers was second place Anderson of
"The state council is offering
Wickliffe, indicated
winner in the senior girls divi- that the case would
three $5,a) scholarships this year,"
be appealed
sion.
• The $100.000 damage suit
James F‘wlkes of Union City said
Those delicious Girl Scout
today. One will go to a West cookies went on sale in the
In the Junior girls division, against the RECC was heard in
Bear
the January term of court at
Tennessee senior, one to a Middle Creek Girl Scout Council
area Paggy June Sturgis, a fourth
Hickman. The jury found the
Tennessean, and the third to an Monday. The sale will
last until grader won first place with Linda
East Tennessee senior.
Thorpe winning second place. RECC not guilty of negligem.,•
Monday, March 16.
"1'his year we hope to interest
The Scouts, dressed IA their Susan Burrow won a honorable the death of John R. Harrisoc,
ion of Mrs Effie Jewell liar risoil
a number of Obion county seniors trim brown or green dresses are mention.
in the competition for the scholar- visiting the homes of neighbors
OWEN IS WINNER
ship. All principals in the county and friends to sell the chocolate Day Camp
or 23 toward their
James F. Owen, 1001 Walnut
have been notified and asked to mint, vanilla butter, or assorted Camp Bear
Creek fee.
Street, was declared the winner
impact the information to seniors sandwich creme cookies at 40 This money
is used by the girls of the Centennial Seal Contest,
in their schools."
cents a box. The girls will very to further their troop's program
sponsored by the publicity diviThe scholarship -will be award- happily sell their customers a car- and plans.
sion of the KenTetui-O-Roma.
ei for the best original papers on ton of cookies (12 boxes) at $4.80
Other benefits are that the in- Judging was done by committee
Meals and Achievements of the for the carton.
dividual troop gets 2 cents from chairmen,, of this division
American Labor Movement."
The cookies are from the same every box sold by its members. meeting held Monday night. at a
The purpo.;es of the contest are bakers as those sold in
the past
to help worthy students continue three years. They are
packaged
encourage
education;
to
and
their
in aluminum foil and have exyoung people to examine objec- cellent keeping
qualities and can
tively one of the significant ele- be frozen. This year there
will be
ments of modern society, the an ample supply
of cookies as the
organized labor movement of council has ordered
300 cartons
America. Papers will be judged, (3600 boxes)
more than were sold
last year.
A portion of the proceeds will
be used to pay the reservations
WHITE
of all Girl Scouts of the Bear
ORDER YOUR
ROCKS
Creek Council who will attend
• DUKEDOM RT, 2
CHICKS
the Senior Round-up this summer
RHODE
N -O-W
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor •
near Colorado Springs, Colo., as
ISLAND
to insure
well as the reservations of all
REDS
Getting what
girls of the council attending the
We had several pretty days last
you NI/11
All-States
Encampme
nt
near
NEW
week but the wind blew cold.
Jackson, Tenn.—H. L. Bushart
when you
Mr. Tom Steward is not im- of Fulton. Ky., merchant, has Scanton, Pa.
HAMPEHIRE
want them
The Bear Creek Council reproving very fast. He moved back been charged in, Federal Court
"CHICKS
t Lia. home one day last week. here with three counts of violat- ceives 14 cents on each box sold.
WITH A
It uses the money to improve the
" r. and Mrs. Thomas Turberville ing the Federal Migratory
Yes!
We also
Bird Scout program in this area.
PERSONALITY"
Last
moved with him.
have all the new
Treaty Act.
year the cookie sales helped to
Uncle Jack Starks remains very
Burpees 1959
The criminal information in- further improve
the
ill in the Fulton Hospital.
dictment filed by Mt. Federal Creek Waterfront, Camp Bear
varieties of yea
relocate
the
A large crowd attended the Atty. Warner Hodges chargedtable and flower
office
and
alterations
to it to prowedding of Janice. Vincent and that Mr. Bushart on last Nov. 12
seeds. Bulk or
CHICKS AVAILABLE'
Jimmy Lowry at the Dukedom violated the Federal law by vide living quarters for the direcpuckage.
Pullets, Cockerels or
Methodist Church Saturday p. m. shooting seven wild ducks from tor and assistant director. There
was
also
the
purchase
Straight
of
a
gas
Run.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr visit- a motorboat and exceeding the
stove which was sorely needed
ed in Water Valley Sunday.
daily bag limit for ducks. The
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor call- indictment also charges that Mr. for the camp kitchen.
ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bushart again exceeded the bag
Sales of 150 boxes by one girl
Clon House Tuesday night for limit for ducks last, Dec. 1. The gives a one=ortsek campership in
awhile.
limit is four.
Camp Bear Creek. The Bear
Sam Coltharp spent Saturday
The violations occurred in Creek Girl Scout Council has
STATE LINE ST.
PHONE 4S.1
FULTON, KT.
afternoon with W. L. Rowland.
Obion C6unty, Tenn., the indict- offered the camperships for inMrs. Paul Cathey is feeling ment charges.
dividual high sales for the past
scme better but is in the Fulton
A hearing on the charges has four years. Those selling 75 boxes
YOUR LOCAL. HATCHERY SERVES YOU BETTER
Hospital yet.
been scheduled here March 23.
will be awarded a ccmpership to
Mr: and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
visited T. E. Steward awhile Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elson McGuire
and boys of Fulton were the Sunday dinner guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of
Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore and Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Taylor were guests in the
CONTAINS NICARBAZIN — The amazing coccidiosis control
W. L. Rowland home Sunday p.

Girl Scout
Cookies Being
Sold In Fulton

Duck Hunter
From Fulton
Is Accused

NOW OPEN

FULTON HATCHERY

we'll give

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE

r,,

209 Church Street

president of the Obion primarily,

The

Pat Dowdy Is
First Place Winner

Phone 398

read the ClrisstIted Ads

your husband
that best
dressed
look!

Start your (hicks

Right

WITH BROWDER'S STARTING MASH

additive that practically eliminates your coccidiosis problem I

PolltParrot
$5055 104

SOTS ASS OCRS

...don't miss this.
Bright, shiny new shoes.,.
Poll-Parrot pf course ...
fitted for perfect comfort
and wear ... and EXTRA for
every boy and girl, a
pleasure packed
SURPRISE SHOE, FREE.

You can send us any item
from your husband's (or your
family's) wardrobe ten, twenty,
even fifty times . . . and each
time tins fabric will come back
looking and feeling like new
again.
Our Sanitone Dry Cleaning service flushes out ingrained soil and
perspiration as if by magic. And,
it's friendly to fabrics.

1 O'S mid GI

.seti 1000

01)4'

We use clothes-loving Sanitone
with Soft Set to give you quality
dry cleaning. Quality, we said.
For there's as much difference in
quality in dry cleaning as there
is in clothes.

Try our Sanitone Service
and see for yourself.

STARTING
MASH
MANUFACTURED BY

$3.99 to $7.45
(According to
Size and Style)

oWtivisrf Pr
'/
1
21.P6"4

S alvedissl is 11

OR-PARISIAN
EDW ARDS
SHOE STORE

Laundry and
Sanitone Cleaners

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

— PHONE 130 —
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Junior And Senior Girls To
Be Taken On Methodist Tour
Girls of high school junior and
senior age, and this year's college
freshmen, will be taken on a
tour of Methodist installations in
Tennessee, North Carolina; and
north Georgia in June, it is being
announced today by Mrs. Win
WhOnel, Memphis Conference
Secretary of Missionary Personnel.
Applications for the tour must
be in by April 10. Application
blanks may be obtained from Mrs.
Herman Crouch. Puryear, Tenn::
who is the Missionary Personnel
Secretary on the district level.
Expenses of the trip will be $50
for each girl, and may be paid
CORNERSTONE LAID

Obion, Forked Deer
Measure Approved

Accurato
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that •
repair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.

IN, KT.
BITTER

Antennas

Roper Television 306 Main Street

Phone 307

The Whitnel Funeral Home
OFFERS
OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitors' prices in this area.

CADILLA%. AMBULANCE SERVICE
have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
ov-i;en-equipped -ready to go, day or night, And it costs no
•-nore to use this service.
W4

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

I WATCH OUT FOR SPRING!
March winds and April showers
May help make the May Flowers,
But oft before the flowers bloom,
Sometimes there is quite a boom!
In coughs, colds and red noses,
Before we clip the red roses.
Should this plague settle on your
We can tell you what to do:
Take a dose of EZ-O-DYNE,
Ease the pain and clear the shine
Off your nose, the weeping too
And Make the sniffles just a few
Then, sip that good KRE-O-TAR
Before the cough goes too far.
-Now if your chest gets too- tight
And bronchitis you have to fight,
Get a bottle of BRONKEROL RUB,
Just after you get out of tub,
And before you go to bed
Rub your chest until it's red.
KRE-O-TAR for COUGHS
EZ-O-DYNE for FEVER and PAIN
BROKEROL RUB for CHEST and
THROAT
All Sold in Two Sizes, 50c and 25c
At Drug and Some General Stores

or by Mail postpaid from
Drug Stores in Fulton — or —
OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.
—UNION CITY. TENN. —

The Rev. L. E. Moore, pastor
of the Bayou de Chein Cumberland Presbyterian Church, officiated. The Hornbeak Funeral
Home had charge of arrange..c ments,
•

Mrs. Daisy Thompson

ADVANCER SLEEPING JESTER

A service for the. laying of the
Hardin, Ky .—Ellwood Brown
Cornerstone in the new Trinity
Episcopal Church, now under climaxed his four years as memconstruction on the former
W. ber of the South Marshall FFA
Chapter here by being named
Graham property purchased from
Chapter Star Farmer. He was
Mrs. Joyt Moore, was held Sunhonored at the chapter's fatherday afternoon, March 8, at, 3
son banquet attended by approxio'clock. The laying of the corner- t
mately 60 personl. It is the highstone was by the Rev. Alfred A.
est FFA award a chapter may beMaloney who was assisted in the
stow.
service by the Rev. William
Young Brown's farming proThomas of Murray and the- Rev.
gram includes 60 acres of burley
clerk Baker of Union City. Edtobacco; seven head oft dairy
mund Khourier was the Cross
cattle; 10 acres corn; eight acres
Bearer
hay; three acres of silage growth
and 10 acres pasture. Hii. labor
earnings last year were $2.273 84.
Loman Brown received the
scholarship award at the banquet;
having had an "A" standing
throughout the school year.
Watches. Clacks sad Thom
Plana of All Wadi AdamBob Scott, Kentucky FFA
irately Rayalesd at Low Cast
president of Fulgham, was prinby—
cipal speaker at the banquet.
Glenn Warren is teacher of vocational agriuulture and adviser to
the FFA choptcr at South Marshall.

..Ry

Nashville—The House approved
and sent to the Governor Thursday a bill permitting long-range
flood control and drainage for
the Obion and Forked Deer Rivers
area of West Tennessee.
Gov. Buford Ellington has left

by the church, MYF, WSCS, or
some other sponsoring group.
The tour is being termed MET,
for Methodist Educational Tour,
and it is hoped is may be set up
on an annual basis. In addition to
seeing the work of Methodist institutions at points covered by
the tour, sidt trips will also be
made for sightseeing.
Additional information may be
obtained from Mrs. Crouch.

Fulgham Boy Is
Speaker At
FFA Banquet

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 12, 4
, Page 3
1 IIIIII.

Advancer Sleeping Jester was recently awarded the
Super-or Sire rating by the American Jersey Cattle
Club. He has 19 daughters that average 9100 pounds of
milk and 477 pounds of butterfat. He has a high classification average on 30 daughters of 87.67("
c.
"Jester" sired the first place 3 year old at the 1957
International and first in the dry cow class at the 1958
International. At the All American Jersey Show his
daughters placed 2nd in the 4 year old class and 4th in
the 2 year old class. He was mated to over 5000 cows last

year and is becoming more popular all the time. "Jester" is in service at the Kentucky Artificial Breeding
Assn.
DEATHS
Hays Turner

Hays Turner, 76, retired I. C.
engineer and former 'Fulton rest;
dent, died suddenly of a heart
attack at 2
m. March 2 at his
home in Memphis. Mr. Turner
had attended an engineer's meeting in
Memphis that morning and was apparently feeling
fine. He was stricken several
hours later at his home.
Mr. Turner served for many
years as Illinois Central engineer,
retiring about seven year; ago.
His run was from Memphis to
Fulton and before his retirement
he had a room at the home of
Mrs. Jennie Roach on Fairview
here for 111 years.
He had lived in Memphis for
the past 32 years. although prior
to that he had lived here for
many years. He was active in the
Masonic Lodge and was a Shriner.
Besides his wife, he leaves a
brother, Charles Turner of Dallas, Texas and a nephew.
Funeral services were held at
11:30 a. m. Wednesday March 4
at the-National Funeral Home in
Memphis. Graveside services were
also held at 1:30 p m. and burial
was In Milan, Tenn.

was born Oct. 17 1879
Services were held on Feb. 25
at 2 p. m. at the Pleasant Hill
Baptist Church. Tot Rev. E. F.
Caldwell 'and the Rev. Larry
Breedlove officiated Burial, under direction of IA' W. Jones
and Sons Funeral Home of Martin, was in New Salem Cemetery.
He was a member of the New
Salem Church
He leaves three sons, Alvie
Lackey of Sharon. William and
Leonard Lackey. both- of Martin:
fouY daughters, Mrs. Kenneth
Blake and Mrs. R. L. Gardner.
both of Martin, Route fr Mrs.
Harold Blake of Martin, Route
3, and Mrs. Mayo Mansfield of
Dresden. Route 1: a brother,
Almos Lackey of Sharon, 'Route
1: 13 grandchildren and one
grandchild.
Pallbearers were Oscar Lackey.
Da n
Thomas
A7. era.
Lindell
Lackey, Jerry
Lackey. Danny
Lackey and Billy Lackey.

Vicki Gaye Myrick
Graveside services were held
Sunday at 2.30 p. m., at the Water
Valley Cemetery for Vicki Gaye
Myrick, who died March 4 inColo Springs. COI. The child,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
W. Myrick, former Water Valley
residents, was born on March 2.

Services for Mrs. Daisy Clinton
Carver Thompson, who died Wednesday night at 7:30 at Fulton
Hospital, after a lengthy illness,
were held at the Riceville Baptist
Church, Saturday morning at
10:30. The Rev. R. H. Sullivan,
pastor, assisted by the. Rev. Bill
Boyd, officiated. Burial, under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home,
was in Fairview Cemetery. She
was 81.
Mrs. Thompson was born in
Henderson County, Tenn., near
Lexington, on Nov. 13, 1877,
daughter of J. V. and Nancy Ann
Friddy Carver. She came to Fulton at the age of 8 and her parents settled around the old McFadden School House Community.
She attended school there and at
the old Clinton College. She was
a member of the Riceville Baptist
Churlh and attended regularly as
long as her health permitted.
Mrs. Thompson leaves two
dauyhters. Mrs. F. B. Cannon of
Detroit and Mrs. Dudley Meacham of Fulton; two sons, Joel
and Clint Thompson, both of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. Lyda Allen
of Detroit and Mrs. Della Herring
of Fulton; three brothers, Sydney
and Ernest Carver, both of Fulton
and Walter Carver of Washington
Courthouse; Ohio; one granddaughter; Mrs. Mirhael Komia of
Detroit; tliree grandsons, Dick
Meacham and Charles Thompson,
both of Fulton and Johnnie
Thompson of Bowling Green; and
three great-grandchildren. One
granddaughter, Miss Bertie Sue
Meacham died on Nev. 4, 1958.

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408

little double he intends to sign
The House concurred in a
the measure ini.o aw.
Senate joint resolution asking
that the Buffalo River Bridge in
Chief provision oi the bill is
Perry County be named the State
that Tennessee would co-operate
with the Federal Government in Senator Riley R. Randall Bridge
the
program
guaranteeing for the Columbia lawmaker alio
by
rights-of-way and
maintenance eped bring about construction of
te span.
of drainage ditches.
A bill sponsored by RepreIn other West Tennessee ac- sentative Clyde Byrd of Gadsden
tion, Representative B. C. Dur-. would create a General Sessions
ham of Ripley offered a reso- Court for Crockett County.
lution requesting the 'state Game
and Fish Conimission to study
SALES PUREBRED ANGUS
the possibility of acquiring huntng, fishing and other recreational
Charles M. Moon, Fulton, reareas in Laucierdlle County, in- cently sold 10 Aberdeen-Angus
cluding Open Luke and Chisolm cows and a registered Angus bull
Lake. and to dev::.loo these areas to John B. Bartee, Trenton, Kenfor the benefit of state residents. tucky.

!MERV
Do you plan to swap tractors, trade cars or trucks,
build dairy barns, buy livestock, or make other
major improvements? If so and you don't have the
cash, you owe it to yourself to investigate PCA's
plan for financing this kind of investment. The
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association
has a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and
is convenient and economical.
1. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock

are sold.
3. Interest is figured only on the number of
days the money is used.
4. There is an adequate supply of money at aall

times.
5. No co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Loans may be covered by credit life in-

surance.

PCA also makes loans to purchase fertilizer, seed,
fuel, and for other operating expenses.
More of the better farmers are using the Production Credit plan to finance their farm programs.
For a dependable convenient loan that will make
you money,see John P. Wilson at the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association for your credit
needs.

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
206 Clinton St.

Hickman, Ky.

Phone 2506

Ohio D. Cox
Semites for 011ie D Cox. line
foreman for the Weakley County
Electric
Municipal System
at
Martin, were hell at C p. m. March
at
Doug
Mur,shy
Funeral
Home. The Rev. Doyle Freeman
and the Rev. William Elliott officiated. Burial v..is in Friendship .Cemetery
in
Columbus.
Miss. at 2 March 2
Mr. Cox. who was 54, died
Thursday morning at his home
in Martin of a :'art attack. Born
in Millport. Ala., he lived in
Columbus In 1953. He was a
Baptist.
He Ictives 11.s wife, three sons.
Don Cox of Martin. Dougla.s Cox
and Jack Cox, both of Colima.
Calif.; his mother. Mrs. Madie
Cox of Metier), Miss.; two brothers.. O'Neil- Cox of Columbus
and, Olen Cox of Birmingham:
three sisters. Mrs. E. M Williams
of Cedar Bluff,
Mrs. J. T.
Bennett of West Point, Miss., and
Mrs. Tom Fields If MillpIrt, Ala.

Haze Lacey
Haze Lackey o, Martin died on
Feb. 24. He was a farmer and
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Impala Sport Coupe—like every Chevy—has Safety Ho!,(Au:se all around.

Chevy stops quickest... goesfarthest on a gallon!
Chevy showed the best brakes of the
leading low-priced three in a test of
repeated stops at highway speeds conducted and certified by NASCAR*.
Chevy also won over the other two in
a NASCAR economy run—with the
highest gas mileage for 6's and V8's at
cruising speeds of just over 65 miles
an hour.

CHEVROLET
••/nitiewea A seoefatie• fo• Sioek Car A ---•glib
444 Fiwarels.
•

TAYLOR_ CHEVROLET, INC.

1111ACTOR CO.
Phone 169

ability ofIt'new brakes(with more lining area than any other low-priced car).
But why not stop by your dealer's and
let Chevy do its own sweet talking!

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—early
delivery!

BURNETTE
4.Fourtl! .

Here's a car that knows how to get
the most out of a gallon. And it's the
only car in its field to bring you
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular
engines-6 and V8. This means
smoother, quieter performance for you.
There are many other advances just
IN fundamental as the efficiency
of
Chevrolet's engines and the depend-

228 Fourth Street

•

Fulton. Ky.

Phones 38. 60
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I Diary of Doin's
The News reports your - - - -

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
If the bearded men folks of the Fulton area survive
the publicity stunt for the Ken-Tenn-.O-Rama its the
supreme test that marriage is here to stay or love is always in bloom. Its a mighty fine thing that a penalty
is being placed on non-conformers to the "grow-a-beard"
department, because there can be no doubt that the
women folks would rise up in revolt at having their
men folks revert to character.
Many of the men folks participating in the fun of
the centennial celebration for Fulton and South Fulton
have gone all out for the stunt . . . and what is more so
have their beards, mustaches, and side-burns. The whole
country-side is beginning to look like a convention for
hungry Elvis Presleys and down and out Smith Brothers. And what's more its hard to recognize the folks behind the brushes and more than that its getting harder
all the time to call a fellow "brother" for fear of adTHE BELLS WERE RINGING AND Jo Westpheling, 9-year-old daughter of
mitting that our ancestors were surely "you know
THE
BELLES WERE SINGING last Sat- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling of Fulwhats".
urday afternoon at the Sheraton Hotel in ton. (Above): Three costumed "Belles"
Some of the men look fairly Combs-Wyatt State women's di- Louisville as the "Liberty Belles"
for at the Sheraton included (1. to r.): Mrs.
good. CoL Charlie Burrow's goa- vision in singing, to the tune of
Ben Wilmot, Louisville: Mrs. Robert
tee makes him look plum disting- "For Me and My Gal", their Bert Combs and Wilson Wyatt opened
their State-wide campaign. The "littlest" Matthews, Sr., Shelbyville; Mary Jo
uished. Dr. Ward Bushart's mus- "victory song".
tache adds him to the list of men
The luncheon gathering filled Liberty Belle in the group—who stood on
Westpheling, whose mother is State
of distinction . . . Bill Adams the Rathskeller, and overflowed
looks right peachy, and J. C. into an adjoining dining room. top of a chair and led the group of 500 Women:s campaign co-chairman. (See
King looks a mite older and a The women were given "action" women in the "victory song"—was Mary Diary).

little better.
kits that included plans for holdAnd there are others we are ing political coffee parties feasure who look equally as well, turing "Combs coffe e" and
but being away from home as "Wyatt wafers".
much as we are these daya-i vie- And they also were told by
haven't seen too many of the state campaign co-chairman Dr.
bearded gents.
Robert Martin:
On the other hand some of the
"I'd rather have one woman
men are just down-right frighten- working for me in an election
ing. For obvious reasons we than any half dozen men I know".
won't name the worst-looking
The women, representing every
ones, but we'll wager that as the county in Kentucky,
rang small
campaign of bristles goes on and Liberty bells
scattered about the
on the barbers in the area are underground
dining room and
going to have to buy some plows even planted in
their desserts.
instead of clippers.
They also took home pocket
The other day we went into "combs for Combs-Wyatt'.
a store and the clerk looked like
nobody we'd ever seen outside of
Diets have been thrown to the
a zoo. He was cordial enough, winds these past few days.
called us by name and made
The Girl Scouts and Brownies
sma,11 talk about this and that. have played havoc with every
But as we left the store we pon- serious diet plan of men, women
dered the great opportunity to and children all around here.
ask for a side-show concession at Would you believe it, if we told
the pageant called 'What's my you, that 1920 boxes of cookies
Name?" It would bring a fortune have been sold since the drive beto anybody who tried it.
gan on March 8 and what's more
Now we know why the marri- the scout leaders are scanning the
age rate has increased so much country for a least another 144
in recent years . . particularly boxes? That's the facts as we have
from the bearded age . . . girls them and they come from enerknow who they're marrying now getic Mrs. Billie Bushart who said
and in that era they were not so that Louella Wiggins made a
sure.
special trip to Paducah to see if
she couldn't find some more
The ringing sounds of 500 sing- cookies to sell in the Fulton area.
ing "Liberty Belles" and the
Perhaps there is some reason
oratory of their two favorite for the gigantic sale. The little
candidates—Bert Combs and Wil- girls have been given incentives
son Wyatt—reverberated through for selling the delicious viands
the cavernous Sheraton Hotel . . two weeks free at day camp
Rathskeller Saturday afternoon. (or 13.00 towards Bear Creek
Mary Jo Westpheling led the Camp) if they sell 75 boxes and

•

a week free at Bear Creek Camp
if they sell 150 boxes. Several of
the Scouts and Brownies will be
able ta qualify- for the prizes if
they can get more cookies to sell.
The cookies are good and the
sales force even better. If you
haven't bought your box of Girl
Scout cookies haw about doing it
today.

low blind bogey winner. There
was a five-way tie for high blind
bogey—Mrs. C. D. Edwards, _Mrs.
Buren Rogers, Mrs. Jewel Myatt,
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel and Mrs.
Guy Hale, with Mrs Rogers winning in the draw.
At bridge, Mrs. Irene Blankenship won the high score prize and
Mrs. J. D. Hales woo ,bridgebingo. Lunch was served at noon
To say that the party was a in the club house.
surprise is a understatement . . .
Mrs. Wilson Wyatt was honored
because when Mrs. A. M. Browder and Mrs. Morgan Davidson guest at a Coffee at the home
walked into the Palestine Meth- of Mrs. Ward Bushart on Tuesday
odist Church on Wednesday night of last week. Mrs. Hendon Wright
they were startled. The occasion was co-hostess.
Many friends called between
was the birthday celebrations of
these two wonderful ladies and the hours of 10 and 12 Tuesday
of course such important events morning at the Bushart home on
could not go unnoticed by the Third Street.
fine people in the Palestine ComMrs. Wyatt was here with her
munity. What's more they didn't. husband, a candidate for lieuten(We'll tell you more about the ant governor, as a representative
party next week . . . because we of the Women's Division of the
promised not to tell . . . you see Combs-Wyatt Campaign. The
the party was on Wednesday Women's Division has been called
night and the paper was on the "The Liberty Belles for Combs
press just about the time the and Wyatt."
ladies were walking into the
church to go to "some kind of a
Mrs. Glenn Dunn was hostess
meeting" they were told.;
at a dinner for her bridge club
Tuesday evening at the Park TerMrs. C. H. McDaniel and Mrs. race. Following the delicious
Buren Rogers shared the medal- meal, games of bridge were enist honors at golf Tuesday at joyed in the lounge of the motel.
Ladies Day at the County Club.
Other ball winners were: Mrs.
Members of the ASC commitW. C. Hale and Mrs. Guy Hale,
tee attended a dinner-meeting in
both of Hickman, tied for low
putts, with Mrs. W. C. Hale win- the Terrace Room of the Park
ning; Miss Frances Amberg was Terrace Tuesday evening

STOP AT THE SIGN OF THE SMILING TIRI

Smilvge
NO CASH NEEDED*
BUY THE TIRE
THAT COMES ON NEW CARS

B.EGoodrich

Deluxe Silvertown
25

1

WEEKLY

ALSO
AVAILABLE
114

Made with TYREX—
The new cord engineered
specifically for tires
Available in all popular
sizes to fit your car.

10K

FOR
ADDED
SAFETY

*YOUR TRADE-IN CAN BE YOUR —DOWN PAYMEN-

Mrs. Pete Green was honored
on her birthday at a small dinner
party at the Park Terrace Tuesday evening. Her daughter, Mrs.
William Nichols of Lansing. Mich.
was hostess.
Mrs. Mary Callison, mother of
T. J. Callison of Fulton is slightly improved. She is a patient in
Weakley County Hospital in Martin. Her room number is 310.
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Church met
Monday night at 7:30 at the home
of Mrs. Leland Jewell on Carr
Street with Mrs. R. A. Owens as
co-hostess. '
Mrs. Anna Maude Jamison,
chairman, presided and opened
the meeting with prayer. During
the business session, Mrs. J. D.
Simpson, secretary, called the roll
and read the minutes of the last
meeting. The Annie Armstrong
offering was taken. The meeting
was closed wit: prayer by Mrs.
Jewell Adams.
Refreshments of cake, coffee
and cokes were served by the hostesses.
Those present were Mrs. Jamison, Mrs. Simpson, Mrs. Adams,
Mrs. Frances Jones, Mrs. Ora
Reed, Mrs. Edna Abell, Mrs.
Dorothy Parton, Miss Ouida
Jewell, Mrs. Owens and Mrs.
Jewell.

FULTON—Phon• 389
MARTIN—Phone 404
FULTON, KENTUCKY

B.F.Goodrich

Those attending and sending
gifts included—Miss Vincent, the
gue.,t of honor, Niiss Margaret
Ann Newton, Miss Joan Tune,
Mrs Howard Castleman, Mrs
Jerry Hall, Mrs. James Warren,
Miss Joan Maynard, Miss Shirley
Brockwell, Miss Joy Vincent, Miss
Sugar Parr and the hostesses.

Miss Barbara Boyd, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Boyd of
Fulton, is one of 10 students at
Lindenwood College, St. Charles,
Mo., who modeled several costumes in a fashion show presented
Feb. 28 by Colhecon, home economics club. The show, entitled
"The Significance of Spring," was
held in Roemer Auditorium on
Miss Janice Vincent, bride-elect •the campus; Clothes were furnishof Jimmy Lowry', was honored at ed by Montaldo's of St Louis and
a linen shower recently at the ranged from casual play clothes
home of Mrs. Tommy Reams. Co- to formals.
Immediately following the show
hostesses were Mrs. Ray Terrell,
Mrs. Bobby Buckingham and Mrs. a reception for Colhecon members and special guests was held
Jimmy Pruitt.
The bride-to-be chose a black in the foods labratory.
Miss Boyd modeled a black and
jersey wool dress from her trousseau. She was presented a white. white three-piece costume; a grey
carnation corsage from the hos- and white striped skirt, silk skirt
and grey vestee sweater; a taftesses.
Games and refreshments were feta raincoat with matching head
enjoyed by those attending and scarf and umbrella; and a three
the honoree received many gifts.
Continued on Pave Seven

WEEK-END

• Pant -Tilortit
- local funeral
director, is a patient in Fulton
Hospital with pneumonia.

SPECIALS

Miss Gertrude Murphey entertained a few friends at a delightful old-fashioned spaghetti supper Friday night at her home on
Eddings Street. St. Patrick's green
was carried out in the decorations
and a delicious meal was served
the guests, seated at card tables.
Afterwards bridge was enjoyed
at two tables with Mrs. W. M.
Blackstone. winning high score
prize, Mrs. J. E. Williams, second
high and Mrs. E. C. Grisham, consolation.
The Annual staff of the South
Fulton High School enjoyed a
party Thursday night in the lobby of the school gym. Refreshments of sandwiches, potato chips
and drinks werer served. Afterwards the group enjoyed skating
at the Wingo roller rink.
Mrs. Grace Grace, who recently
retired at the Southern Bell TeleOone office and who is leaving
semi for California to make her
home, was the guest of honor at
a lovely dinner party Friday
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Wilson, Second Street,
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wiley,
as co-hostess.

Kellie Lowe, Jr., a student at
Southern Illinois University was
in Fulton over the weekend visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur "Popstopper"
m Kellie Lowe on West State Line.
returned home Monday after undergoing surgery in the Kennedy
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of

THRIFT
DAYS

uVR)

The general meeting of the
Woman's Club was held at 3 p.
m. Friday at the club home. Preceding the meeting the regular
meeting of the executive board
was held at 2 p. m.
The Drama and Literature Department had charge of the program and Randall Burcham,
South Fulton attorney. was the
guest speaker. His subject was
"The American Woman".
Teddy Adams was honored Saturday afternoon. February 28th,
on his seventh birthday with a
party given by his mother, Mrs.
Doc Adams in the basement of
the C. P. Church.
Games were played with Tina
Jolly and David McKinney winning prizes. Balloons and suckers
were given as favors.
Ice cream, cake, potato chips
and ,drinks were served. Those
attending were: Allen Kimbell.
Rita and Cindy Craven, Tina
Jolley, Jimbo Huffines Gary King,
Jerry Dalrymple, Shelia Barron,
Vicky Bloodworth, Alan Pariah,
Harry and David McKinney.
Kathy and Kay King. Marilyn
Hardy. Those sending gifts were
David Bloodworth, Joyce Forehand, Steve Fly, Bill Smith, Mrs.
W. H. McAnally, Mrs. Maude
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Juengel.
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Arsc• Yarn
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Wedge Heel Style-Rubber Sole with
Rubber Heel Cop.
Simulated Leather
Grained Fabric.
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Household Size
Poly Foam
Sponge.
13 Asst. Colors
To Bag.

LIVE PHILODENDRON
Lorre Su* 3" Pot. Groan Hears Skop* leases.
Vi411114 Up or Down. Well Grow sn Water.
Enc•Ilent for Planter, Der Gard•ns.

Slotted Spoons, Basting Spoons,
Turners, Pot Forks.

KITCHEN WARE SPECIAL!!
89c Values:

Your Choice

2 for $1.00
3-Piece Sauce Pan Set
1-Ot., 1'

2-Ot., (Aluminum)

Regular $1.98 Values

SPECIAL! 99c
Boy's Fancy Stretch Sox
Assorted Patterns and Colors: Reg. 39c

© TM 11./.11esd1ei awry

Chas. Scates Stores

the Crutchfield Baptist Church
met March 5 for the regular meeting. The program,"Week of Prayer for Missions" was given by
Mrs. Ira Henderson and Mrs.
Stanley. Those on the program
were Mrs. Macon Shelton, Miss
Narie Moore, Mrs. Harry Pittman. Mrs. Lewis Patrick and Mrs.
Ira Henderson.
Prayer was led by Mrs. In
Sadler, then the president, Mrs.
Ira Henderson, presided over a
brief business session.
The meeting was dismissed
with prayer lty Miss Narie Moore.
Refreshments of cake and
drinks were served to 11 members
and one visitor.

Mothers Who Expect To Work Should
Now Make Arrangement For Their
Children At The

FULTON DAY NURSERY
Phone 2298 or 1429-W1

SPECIAL! 29c pr.

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE

312 L
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Miss Jacqueline Rawls Becomes
Bride Of Russell Jenkins March 8
By Agatha Voelpel

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Green was the setting
for a beautiful wedding on Sunday afternoon, March
the eighth, ninteen hundred and fifty-nine when their
daughter, Jacqueline Rawls, became the bride of Russell
Jenkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Jenkins of Lansing,
Michigan. The late afternoon ceremony was solemniied
by the Reverend John D. Laida, pastor of the First
Baptist Church in the presence of the members of the
immediate families and a very few close friends. The
double-ring service was used.
A loyely wedding scene was. spring suit of navy blue pure silk
arranged before the mantel of the shantung. The jacket was designliving room. A fan shaped ar- ed with bloused back ornamented
rangement of white gladioli and with buttons and a contour pepcarnations centered the setting lum. Her small hat was of navy
and was flanked )y white tapers straw with a pleated overbrim
burning in Gothic candelabra. and was topped with a small clusRich greenery banked the fire- ter of white flowers. Her other
place. Other arrangements of accessories were any and she wore
white flowers were used through the orchid from her bridal bouquet.
the rooms,
The nuptial program of organ
The rehearsal dinner was held
music included "Oh Promise Me", Saturday evening at 6:30 at
the
"Song of Love", 'Relieve Me If Park Terrace Restaurant. Mr. and
Endearing
Young
All
Those
Mrs. Pete Green were hosts.
MISS WANE TRINCA, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Stahr of Hickman. recently served as page at the Ark:swats Can- Charms" and the Bridal Chorus
Lohengrin.
The centerpiece was a milk
Walter
•
from
Mrs.
feretice of the Daughters of the American Revolution in Blytheville.
Mixs Trinca is the daughter at Dr. and Mrs. Peter Trinca of El Voelpel, contralto, sang "I Love glass bowl filled with pink carDorado, Ark. Dr. Trines was formerly asaociated with Haws Memo- You Truly"—Bond and "I Love nations. The places were marked
real Hospital in Fulton and presently Is a surgeon in El Dorado. HU .Thee"—Greig. The candles were with handmade bridal placecards.
wife is the former Jean Stahr of Hickman.
lighted_by William C. Nichols,
Miss Rawls wore a lovely white
brother-in-law of the bride. •
Mr. Green gave the young bride lace • dinner dress, with a white
Continued from Page 6
.1% es aad friends attended Mrs.
carnation corsage.
Luther received many nice gifts. in marriage. She wore a ITeautifill formal wedding gown which
A three-course dinner was
Mrs. Leland Jewell was hostess had been worn by her sister, Mrs. servedw to Miss
Rawls and Mr.
to her weekly club Thursday William C. Nichols, the former Jenkins, the honored
couple, Mr.
tiered cotton embroidered dance evening at her home
on Carr Miss Betty Jean Rawls. The gown and Mrs. William
Nichols and
dress with aqua satin belt.
Street.
was fashiOned of imported Chan- daughter, Teresa, Mr. and Mrs.
tilly lace over heavy bridal satin. T. M. Jenkins and daughter,
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Home
Those winning prizes were Mrs. The
low portrait neckline was Cherrie, the Rev. and Mrs. John
Demonstration Agent, today an- Lucy Day Bennett, Mrs, Jake
nounced the Homemakers ache;-Cardwell: Mrs. Ray Carver and banded by double folds of tulle. D. Laida, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
The long sleeves ended in points Voelpel and the hos' , Mr. and
dole for Fulton County for that Mrs. Louise Buckingham. •
over her hands. The elongated Mrs. Green.
month of March. The schedule
Following the games a delicious bodice was closed in the back by
Out-of-town gLc
at the wedsandsVich plate and drinks were miniature covered buttons. The ding and reception
were Mr. and
gathered skirts were terrace
Rush Creek. March 10, Mrs. served to the guests.
length and a tulle overskirt was Mrs. Paul Grugett and Judy of
Scott DrMyer, 10 30 a. m.;
Those present were Mrs. Ver- designed with appliqued points of Covington, Tenn., Mrs. Kathleen
Brownsville, 11th, Mrs. J A McWilliamson and Melva of PrinceCarty. 10 30 a. m.; Western. 11th, non McAlister, Mrs. Eph Dawes, lace.
Her shoulder length illusion ton, Ky., Mrs. Nora Green and
Mrs.
D. Jones, 1 -30 p m . Hick- Mrs. C. P. Bruce, Mrs. Harry
man. 11th. Club room, 10 30 a m.; Bloodworth, Mrs. Elmer Mans- veil fell from a lace crown which Mrs. Mary Virginia Mclntoch of
Bennett. 12th. Mrs. M M Mat- field. Mrs. Emogene Brown, Mrs. was edged with seed pearls. She Mi'yfield, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
lock, 10 30 a m ; Sylvan Shade, Pat Mather", Mrs. Carver, Mrs. wore a necklace of a small plati- Grugett of Covington, Tenn., Mr.
12th. Mrs. L. B. Maddox, 10 30 a. Cardwell. Mrs Buckham, Mrs. num heart centered with a single and Mrs. Billy Grugett of Covin.
Victory, 17th, Mrs. Fred Bennett and the hostess, Mrs. pearl and small pearl earrings ington, Tenn., William Z. Looney
Collier. 10 30 a. m.; Crtuchfield, Jewell. Ouida Jewell assisted in which were gifts of the groom. of Detroit, Richard Looney of DeHer bridal bouquet was a large troit, Mr. and Mrs. William Nic17:h. Methodist Church, 10:30 a. serving.
white orchid showered with satin hols and Teresa of Lansing, Mich.,
in ; Fulton, 18th, K. U. Building,
ribbons and featured carnations and Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Jenkins
10.30 a m ; Montgomery, 19th.
placed on a white catin covered i.nd Cherie of Lansing.
Mrs. Parke Wheeler; 1:30 p. m.;
Bible.
Palestine. 20th, Community
Mrs. Nichols was her sister's
House. 10 30 a. m.: Cayce. 26th,
COBB'S BIRTHPLACE
Matron of honor. She wore a forMrs John P. Wilson!' 10:30 a. m.•
A marker in the cemetery at
Kenton— Announcement is mal frock of blue lace cevered
Training School, 5th. Club room
10-(0 a m.: District C. E. C. Meet- made today by Mr. and Mrs Ted with tiny matching tulle ruffles. Paducah, Ky., Irvin Cobb's birthing. 19th, Mayfield, 9 30 •. m.; Cole of Kenton of the marrioge The empire waistline was orna- place and home town, honors the
Princeton. 11-12th, Experiment of their daughter, Mutt Ann Cole, mented with sating ribbons and Kentucky humorist and author
to Charles Simpson of Chicago.
Station.
tiny blue flowers. She wore a who created one of literature's
tiara of tulle with small flowers most lovable heroes—the canny,
The wedding took place on Feb. and carried a cascade bouquet of benevolent Judge Priest
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Ouida 28th at the home of the Rev. Mr. white carnations nested in blue
attended a surprise birthday din- Neal at Walnut Grove.
tulle and velvet tubing.
ner for Mrs. Jewell's sister, Mrs.
Miss Cherie Jenkins. sister of
They
are
making
their
home
in
Horace Luther. in Mayfield Suns
the groom, was the junior bridesChicago.
day. The dinner was held at the
maid. She also wore a formal
home of Mrs. Luther's daughter,
frock of blue taffeta and net with
read he Classified Ads •
Mrs. Gene Roberts and many reladeep neckline and dainty puffed
sleeves. She wore a matching
tiara and carried a colonial nosegay of white carnations surrounded by blue tulle.
Tiny little- Teresa Ann Nichols,
niece of the bride, was an adorable flower girl wearing a frock
of white taffeta covered with net
and ornamented with tiny pearl
'lusters. She wore a matching
tiara and carried a miniature
colonial bouquet of white carnation and blue tulle. All the atSUM .• HUSKY .. OR REGULAR
tandants wore pearls pendants
which were gifts of the bride.
— They All Need
The groom's father served him
as best man.
For her dadighter's wedding
Mrs. Green wore a handsome afternoon dress of apphire blue lace
made over matching taffeta. The
14
.1641.
sheath line dress featured a
W EsTr N
bloused back style finished with
a taffeta bow; another bow was
placed at the square neckline. Her
corsage was of pink cymbidium
JEW IS
• orchids.
Whatever your size — or
The groom's mother wore a
stylish frock of navy which feabuild — you can be cartured a wide draped' collar and
r•ctly fitted in Tuf-Nut
sheath line skirt. She also wore
Jeans.
a corsage of pink cymbidium
orchids.
Following ,the ceremony Mr.
SANFORIZED
and Mrs. Green entertained with
1324-ounce Denims
a reception to which a large numLeather Branded
ber of friends were invited. The
bride's table-was,covered with an
"SLIMS"
imported cutwork cloth and was
centered with a crystal epergne
Sizes 4-18 ... .
which held arrangements of white
Waist 2 inches
1-daisy-mums and white tapers. The
length 1 inch longer than
tiered wedding cake held the
regular modsil.
same bride and groom ornament
which had topped the cake at
"HUSKIES"
the bride's sister's wedding recepSizes 6-20 . . . .
tion. Arrangements of white flowWaist 3 inches larger than
ers and additional candles in cryregular model.
stal candelabra were placed on
the buffet. Assisting at the re"REGULARS"
ception were Miss Margaret Newton, Miss Virginia Ann Page,
Sizes 4-11
Miss Linda Arrington, Miss Sue
12-18
Helmbrecht, Miss Judy Grugett
and Mrs. Wayne Byassee. Mrs.
Paul Grugett, aunt of the bride,
was at the guest register.
Late in the afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Jenkins left for their wedding trip after which Mr. Jenkins will return to duty with the
Air Corps and Mrs. Jenkins will
live in Fulton until she joins her
husband in Bermuda. For travelFulton. Ky.
ling Mrs. Jenkins wore an early
312 Lake Street
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Cole-Simpson
Wedding Told
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Mrs Russell Cruce, Fulton.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs, I. R. Jeffress, Crutchfield;
Gayle Dillon, Fulton, Route 1;
Tom Holland, Hickman; Harold
Grissom, Fulton; L. F. Burke,
Fulton, Route 2; Mrs. Bernice
Winstead, Fulton, Route 5; Mrs.
In a beautiful church wedding ceremony, Miss Janice Mona Boyd, Fulton; Oliver Kash,
Stone, Fulton;
Vincent, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. E Vincent of Fulton; Mrs. Maud
McKeel Gossum, Pryorsburg; Mrs.
Dukedom, Tenn., became the bride of James Allen Buen Yates, Fulton, Route 5; Mrs.
Lowry, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry of Pilot Oak, Paul Cathey, Route 3; Patty CarKy., Saturday afternoon, March 7, at 3, at the Dukedom ter, Wingo; Linda Hat/lock, Fulton, Route 5: Mrs. Elmoore CopMethodist Church. The Rev. Henry Hargis of Murray len, Fulton, Route 1; Willie Speed,
officiated at the impressive double-ring ceremony be- Fulton; Rickie Bowden, Wingo,
Route 2; Mrs. J. T. Travis, Fulfore a large group of relatives and friends.
ton; Nathan Copeland, PryorsFor the occasion the church, where the groom, is entployed jsurg, Route 1; Mrs: John Thomp-was. decorated with baskets of with the Lowry Trucking Com- son, Fulton, Route 1; Mrs. Leighman Elliott, Crutchfield; Mrs. J.
white gladioli and burning white pany.
B. Norman, Wingo; Route 1;
tapers. There was a large fern
George Golden, Clinton, Route 1;
tree for the center. .The aisles
Chester Gregory, Fulton; Mrs.
were marked by white satin bows
Mace McDade, Fulton; Paul Hornwith, white pompoms in the cenbeak, Fulton; Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulter.
The following were patients in ton and Jerry Shelton, Fulton,
Miss Ruby Kissling of Louis- the local hospitals Wednesday Route 1.
ville, Ky. was maid of honor and morning, March 11.
Jones Hospital:
the bridesmaids Were Miss Treva Hiliview Hospital:
Mrs. E. S. Faucett, Fulton,
Terrell of Fulton and Joy Vincent
Mrs. C. W. McMillen, Fulton; Charles Parks, Fulton; Mrs. W. A.
of Dukedom, sister of the bride. Clyde 7atkson, Water Valley; Freeman, Flint, Mich.; Joe WestMiss June Vincent, also a sister of Mrs. James Roper, Hickman; Mrs. brooks, Dukedom; Will French,
the bride, was flower girl.
Billy Joe Forrest, Fulton; Mrs. Dukedom; Mrs. Will French,
Larry Caretr, Fulton; L. D. Dukedom; Mrs. George Griffith.
Bobby Cursey of Murray was
Brooks, Fulton; Mrs. Clayton Palmersville; Earl Verhine,
best man. Ushers were Dickie
Brundige, Fulton; Mrs
Kyle, Crutchfield; D. C. West,
Gossum of Water Valley and
Fulton; A. W. Tarver, Fulton; Gilbert Robert, Dukedom;
Jerry Gossum of Pilot Oak.
Jack Lowe, Pierce; Vyron Mit- Ttiongis..Brann, Dukedom; Mrs.
A program of nuptial music was chell, Fulton; Charles Evans, Luc' Gibbs, Fulton.
presented by Mrs. Phil Parker, Martin; Mrs. C. D. Lyell, Union
APPLICATION ACCEPTED
pianist, and Mrs. Wendell Coff- City; Jimmy McClendon, Fulton;
Mrs.
Charles
Lowe,
Pierce;
Mrs.
vocalist.
man,
Applications for office personMiss Coffman sang
"Because" and "I Love You James D. Warren, Fulton; Mrs. A. nel for the Ferry-Morse Seed
W.
Green,
Jr.,
Fulton;
William
Truly". The traditional wedding
Company are now being accepted
Kiestler, Fulton; J. W. Ammons, at the Ferry-Morse Employment
marches were used,
Cayce; Mrs. Hershel Crasse, Ful- office at 309 Main Street, it was
The bride, an attractive ton; Mrs. R. L. Matthews, Fulton; announced today.
brownette, given in marriage by
her father, was attired in a lovely ballerina-length gown of white
lace over satin. Her shoulderlength viel fell from a crown of
pearls. She wore pearl earrings
and carried an orchid bridal bouquet.
The bride's attendants wore
identical pink taffeta frocks with
Korean and Kobe Lespedezas
matching headbands. The bouquets were of white carnations.
Red Top, Timothy, Orchard Grass
Mrs. Vincent, the bride's mothKy. 31 Fescue, White Dutch, Ladino Clover
er, wore a pink wool dress with
black accessories and a corsage
Seed Oats
of white gardenias, and the
groom's mother, Mrs. Lowry, was
dressed in a blue frock with
New numbers in GLADIOLI BULBS from Holland
matching accessories and a white
gardenia corsage.
Wilson's "Seal Kraft" High-Grade ROSES
Following the wedding ceremony, a reception was held in the
Patented — Everblooming Climbers — Floribunda
home of, the bride's parents.
Serving the guests were Miss
(individually packaged)
Ruth Darnell and Miss Dianna
Cunningham, both of Dukedom.
Mrs. Richald *lose was at the
register.
The couple left on their wedding trip to Chattanooga and
Lookout Mountain. after the rePhone 202
East State Line
ception. Upon their return they
will make their home in Murray,

Miss Janice Vincent Becomes
Bride Of James Allen Lowry
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SEED FOR
SPRING SOWING

A.C. BUTTS and SONS

JUST RECEIVED!

A Solid Truckload
OF

MartinI- Senour and Super Kemtone

PAINTS

EVERY
COLOR

EVERY
TYPE
FOR
EVERY
NEED

$2.98

K. HOMRA'S

me

SEE US
FOR YOUR
VRING
PAINTING
NEEDS
TODAY!

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street Fulton

Phone 35
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The
—
group of co-workers at a dinner
Page 6, The Fulton News, Thursday, March 12, 1959 proposed they would go as It at the close of the run.
would take them until sundown
at the Derby on Tuesday night of
they
agreeing
All
L. B. Herring, linntype operator last week.
to drive home.
set sail fur Alexander, some of at the News, was telling us the
Mrs. Grace was presented a
with
around town
them feeling that they were sail- other day that his little six-year- corsage and a lovely gift from
ing high while others, after a old girl came home from school re- the guests.
hard day's fishing, felt more in- cently and informed him that she
Mrs. Grace plans to make her
Frankfort, iCy.—A bid for nat- will
estsinety helpful in
be
clined to lay down. After going had to hive $8,000 to take to home in California.
ional attention to Kentucky's re- rounding
presentation
out our
'come two or three miles one of school the next day to pay for
Those attending
were: the cent governmental and economic and in dispelling the sometimesthe party discovered the wagon the swimnang pool. L. B.'s an- honoree. Mrs. Grace, Miss Doris progress under the leadership of
held notion that Kentucky is a
wheels were turning and leaning swer was, -I'm sorry, dear, but Winfrey, Mrs. Wilburn Allen, Governor Albert B. Chandler is
state o fhoras and buggy roads
Back in 1889 Crutchfield. a were boots and shoes, harness and over the wagon body (I suppose I can't hear
you."
Mrs.
McKnight,
Bob
Mrs.
Louis
contained
ill
a
just - released and one-room
•
mall community north of Fulton saddlery and "the finest line of to see if the wheels were turning
sehoo: houses"
Sizzle, Mrs. L E. Mooneyham, aPecial Oditi011 of In Kentucky
ever
kept
in
a
ii Fulton County, had its own Queensware
The other morning at 5 o'clock, Jr., Miss Adolphus Latta, Mrs. H. magazine, a ptiblicateni
ono he turned a little sick and
The
magazine
declares
that
of the
country store." Other advertisers
iewspaper.
had the misfortune to lose his Paul and his two children, Mary P. Allen. Mrs. Charles Winsett, State Department (..1 Public
progress
public
in
Re- Kentucky's
was was M. P. Matiphin, and Binford
Golden Rule
The New
Jo and R. Paul, were watching Mrs. Homer Wilson, Mrs. Ward lations.
teeth.
Programs In recent years, coupled
,ublished monthly, and was "de- and Thomas. From their ads they
He carted to the driver at once from their window the big fire at Bushart, Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby.
Crammed with facts and more with "an exemplary performenve
:wed to the interests of mer- must have owned general merto stop and with the Resistance the Pipeline Service Station. Says
than 200 photographs and charts, in facing the challenge of racial
h -nts, mechanics, farmers, etc." chandist stores.
Sonny and Stanley plan to give the 80-page
one of youngsters to the other,
mgeazim. reviews ad- integration
The Hon. W. S. Bishop was of his umbrella he managed to
in' public
schools,
Ed:tors were J. S. Jones and J.
get out of the wagon ir the dark "Isn't it terrible?" The other one away three little Vanguard Roc- vances in
education, highway- 'have earned for It' a reputation
Wesley Morris. It was published judge at the time, servng Graves,
ket
Special
at
their
cars
restauranswered.
"It
sure
is.
That's
the
and find his teeth, getting back
building, health and welfare, and as
Ay_ the Clinton Democrat, the Hcknian, Carlsie, Ballard, Marone of -Ilare.inost progressive
In the wagon and reeving hie only place in Highlands you can ant,.The Park. Terrace. They have other services of' State
:ublisher being John K7 Kemp. shall, McCracken and Livingston
govern- and enlightened states in the
get
a
coke
king-size
for
a
nickle!"
one on display now. They are ment.
umbrella
roadside,
where
on
•
the
"Editors',
Counties.
article, signed
An
South."
both for children and adults and
Two articles in the old news- It was found by a friend the
W. L. Knight, deputy conunts-eads: "It was and is yet our inWas chatting with Mr. 0. B. will carry up to 400 pounds. The
next
when
day
and
presented
to
stoner of Public Relations, said
:ention to furnish the New Golden paper are quite amusing and we
Butterworth, I. C. ticket agent, first car will be given away on
TOP RECORD
reprinting
for
them
the him he was surprised to know he
liule gratis to all persons getting are
the other day He is growing quite May 1, the second on June 15 and
carried
with
had
one
him.
a
nail at Crutchfield, but we find pleasure of our readers.
means
of
Roger Pigue of Fulton City
provide', both KenDriving on a few miles further the beard for the Centennial the third on July 34, the last day
that it will cost us too much to
celebration, and he was recalling of the Centennial celebration tucklans and persons neing in owns the top average in the PurTHE FISHING EXPEDITION
some
one
hailed
them
and
wanted
to
free
other states "with an triteresting chase. The 6-1 sharp-shooter holds
end it through the mail
Friday the -17th inst., was the to ride, they of course taking him some happenings of years ago. here.
and
tny one. Those -wanting the paper
factual
Octtat e
of State the No. -4 position in the First
He said that there used to be an
Before
In.
going
very
they
far
apart
day
set
by
several
of
the
Region with 548 points - in 20
san secure it for one year for
You know, I .was just thinking O..% ertiment in action."
old red fence downtown, and that
failed
to
agree,
passenger
the
got
Alexander
boys
surroundof
znd
games, has averaged 33 points per
:ifty cents. Sent :a any address."
Its
not
too
long
there
was
a
closed-in
until
Mother's
walkway
to
out
taanked
and
them
for
the
ing country to ga to the Obion
'
Public Relations Depart- game. He also owns
the top InA copy of a May. 1880 issue of river on a fishing expendltion. short ride with them.
the depot. This was used as a Day. Then, shortly after that, its meet each
year receives some dividual effort of the
seasonFather's Day. These are the days
The New Golden Rule is owned . So early that morning the party
Then one of the party also got lovers lane.
90.000 triquines. mostly from re- 51 at the expense
of Cuba.
iy Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Nichols,
He was, Col. telling about the on which we honor our parents. 8ldt'nt.
began to arrange to go. Having out as a matter of courtesy, I
f
tier states planning
'3 and 70 years old repectively, of r two wagons they were loaded with suppose,
and
while
returning time when the tornado struck From time to time, over the to visit or travel in Kentucky
3rutchfield. They were given the I provisions sufficient to
years, I've written about some requestng
last them compliments the passenger got Clinton back years ago. He and
all kinds of informalRUPTURE
sopy by the late Justin Attebery,
his
outstanding
nose
mashed.
Father or Mother, but toil." he said "The
This
his
created
date
and
another
couple
had
The Sensational New Invention
three days, and each one being
Department
rho for ireral years served Ful- '
some
never
little
have
excitement
I
and
driven
written
some
over
to
about my of Economic Development is conClinton in a buggy.
Sotherhustrs "MD" Tease
as Circuit Court fully equipped wth 'zinis and fish- of them were on the ground in On their way hems
County
-on
they met own. A few times. I have sat tinually being asked by prospecing tackle and half gallon of Old
No Belts — No Straps —
Clerk. Mr. Attebery found the
ambulances rushing -toward Clin- down at the tyPewriter to write tive new irielustrie4 to Lau thew
Bourbon for the boys that Carried quick time.
No Odors
-Id newspaper among some paper_I
When the party that mashed ton, but didn't know until later about how precious my parents what
modern-day
started, with Col.
Kentucky is 1
Oelonging to Wess Morris. one the net, they
City
Drug
Co.. Fulton
the
are
passenger's
to
me,
nose
but
kindly
what
words
inalways
had
happened.
fail
He
said
that
like.
We fell that this publication
8. Jones. senior editor of the
if the editors of the paper. who J.
formed him he had struck the they must hale been only about to come. Finally, I have given up.
the
leading
Rule,
Golden
New
iad in past years served as an
wrong man, that he was no two miles away when the tornado I just give them a kiss on the
party.
Ifficial at Hickman.
sucker but the hest man In this struck.
cheek, instead.
Moscow,
way
went
They
of
by
Mrs. Nichols and Mr. Attebery
to county. This aroused another one
others
expecting
Airne
there
're related.
Ran into Charlie Burgess the
We are glad to hear that Jerry
waiting awhile of the party and he raised up in
The New Golden Rule was a join them. Alter
Mossov; bridge and eating the wagon and informed them Jones. who was seriously Injured other day and had a nice chat.
;mall four-page newspaper and at the
carried he was getting a little mad and in • two-car collision near Cor- Hadn't seen him in quite some
he editors didn't believe much and drinking all they had
only 2 they had better stop 'oefore they pus Christi, Texas recently, is time. You know, he is a mighty
being
then
them,
with
it
paragraphs.
lengthy
Some
n
started or he would improving. Mr. Jones was formerly fine man—and so friendly and
expected
ones got old
o'clock,
the
and
trticies were just one paragraph.
hurt somebody.
County Attorney here and is now jolly, too!
party
and
not
arrived,
having
the
The largest ad in the May issue
They paid no attention to him, ' employed by an oil company in
and
'hungry
becoming
dedry,
Most complete stock In
if the paper
advertising
wa
The South Fulton Senior play
however, so he crawled out of the Corpus Christi Just before his
West Kentucky
-useics, carriages and road carts cided to go back to Moscow and wagon, walked around to the
cast
practice
began
Monday.
BInford. Thomas and Morris get something to eat and drink. crowd, as he thought, but walked accident, in which one man was March 9, The play cast consists
killed, he had received • proOn their way back, however,
1 Alexander, Ky.
Sandra Laird. Phil Taylor,
up to the mules.
motion and was to he transferred of
Other advertising were J. S. some one suggested (the editor
Nancy Crews, Carolyn Neeley,
The mules, glad to see him up to Houston.
He
is
the
son
of
Mr.
perhaps)
they had better go and
tones Grocery Store, and The
Bobby Copeland, Barry Strong,
again. I suppose. kindly whinnied
-Minton Democrat. Some of the take some champagne eider as to him, when the fisherman told and Mrs. Sam Jones of Fulton.
Hazel Grissom, Lanny Thomas,
:tents advertised by Mr. Jonas they were all wearied and hungry the mule he was a
Lutrecia Bennett, Billy Sensing,
liar and
We witnessed a very kind deed
and disappointed and it would
David Speight, Jesse Gamblin,
struck the mule on the side.
THREE VANGUARD ROCKET SPECIAL CARS
eessres...—..
one day this week. We were havrevive them, and driving home
and Terry Taylor. The play is enThe
mules
after
the
stroke
proComplete Line
ing coffee at a local restaurant. titled
without fish would not prove such
"Nuts and Bolts" by Jay
ceeded to travel at once. The
will be given away at the
When an elderly man, who had Tabias.
a task.
party all seated again, one of just finished
/Ly
..Pinsa
gr
kid Batteries
eating,
ready
got
to
They all readily agreed it would them seemed to be a little warm.
PARK TERRAC7: RESTAURANT
For all make.; of hearing aids!
be best, so they stopped and On being Interrogated to that leave, the waitress put on her
RI.'YS FIRESTONE STORE
i,'Isit OUY Hearing Aid Departcoat and assisted the feeble
took
of
in
bitters,
busby's
some
effect he replied te was sorter gentleman across
May 1, June 15, and July 24
der Store in Fulton anment at your first oppertanny.
the street and
lemon gincer, champagne cider hot.
nou
this week that its manto
his
home
nearby.
He was no age
and Moscow. All feeling jovial,
The little sports cars are fcir both children and
CITY DRUG CO,
They arrived at home and was
had purchased the Firerelative—just a customer, whom
Jolly and good about dark, they comfortably housed
ai' Lake Street
Phone 76
stone
ore on Lake Street, and
by 1 o'clock she
adults
and will carry up to 400 pounds.
wanted to see safely home. It
held a consultation and some one in the night, except one of the
will make -the firm a gift shop,
was very thoughtful of the young
party. He went to the stable,
managed by Billy Homra.
Try
the Park Terrace, the restaurant for the
lady, and it would be wonderful
pulled off his shoe: and lay
if more of us were'more conwhole
family
and get tickets on the Vanguard
ENTERS
HOSPITAL
down, thhinking he was on the
siderate of older people,
"Pop-Stopper" Grissom, an embed, but not being very comfortRocket
Specials.
ployee of the Siegel factory is reably situated he, found out the
- Mrs. Grace Grace. local South- ceiving treatment for a few days I
mistake and went to the house ern
Sonny Puckett and Stanley Jones. managers
Bell employee, who retired it the Veterans Hospital in Memawhile before day.
recently, was. honored
by a phis.
They report having ii good time
if they didn't get any fish. But
most of them have been sick
by
since, some of them having had
HAROLD WILE
as many as two chills in a half
a day. Some of the details of
Your Telephone Manager
the fishing spree may have been
exaggerated some. but the writer
gathered it from Jokes passed between the boys since
Another amusing story in the
old paper concerns squirrel pies.
An old lady .would drive out from
Richmond each day, when soldiers
were camped there and would sell
BACK TO WORK! Every year in the U. S. nearly a
them pies. One day she had
million telephone spring cords lose their stretch after heavy
squirrel pie. After the soldiers and
use. But we don't throw them away. We send most of
purchased the pies and eaten
them, they learned she had killthem to a Western Electric center, where they go through
ed her Young son's puppies and
washing, rewinding, and heat treatments. They come back
had made pies out of, them.

Bid For Nation Attention
Contained In Special Edition

1

THE

Ouida Jewell

FREE AUTOS

Telephone
Talk

to us good as new—ready to return to service. We figure
it's good sense—and sound economy—to make equipment
work as hard as possible for you!
• •

IT OFTEN COSTS LESS THAN A Lb IFER to make a
long distance call. Seems incredible, yet this was actually
proved in a study ,made by American Business Magazine.
The study showed that, by the time you figure stenographic costs, mailing, filing and materials, the average
business letter costs $1.70. If you'll check our Long Distance rates, you'll see how many distant places you can
call for even less than that. What's more—a Long Distance call is usually better than a letter, because it's faster,
more personal and ge,ls quicker action.
• • •
I'm the type that goes for solid comfort! Pipe and slippers
newspaper ... phone right at my elbow. That's what
I call real, living! Happily, most anyone can enjoy those
little comforts, because extension phones cost only a few
cents a day. And, man, they're worth it! No mad dashes
through the house ... no disappointment of getting there
seconds too late. Why not treat yourself to extension
phones where you need them. The cost is small. Just give
us a ring, and well put 'em in!

i

Mr. Nichols who owns the old
Crutchfield newspaper is a blacksmith And a retired carpenter. He
was born on 13-..owder Crossing at
Fulton and lived next door to ,the
late Bailey -Huddleston. former
Fulton Police Chief and Postmaster. The two used to play together on the same pallet when
they were babies.
Mrs. Nichols has her first baby
dress, a very long one, which she
plans to have on display at the
Fulton -South Fulton Centennial
Celebration here in July.
Johnny Reeki was by the News
office recently and brought in an
old copy of the Illinois Central
Magazine. In the issue is a picture of a train crew which helped
to make history when the Edgewood cut-off was first opened for
regular freight servivce. In the
picture are J. D. Holstenberg,
engineer; E. B. Smith, fireman; t
J. E. Hutcherson, conductor: J. A.
Mann, brakeman; and J. S. Reeks.
flagman. They took train No. 82,
one of the first trains to operate north over the new line, from
Fulton to Bluford, Ill., hauling
fifty-two oaded freight cars. The
photograph was made at Bluford
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WALKER'S DE LUXE
7 Years 014-86.8 Proof
ELEGANT.TA.T. $1.70
UNCOMMONLY GOOD
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Born to Mr anci Mrs. Jimmy
Blalock a fine young miss at a
THE NEWS welcomes expresMayfield hospital the past week.
sions teem its readers. Such
Both Mother and baby are doing
items mu4 be signed but
The young family have
name will be ommitted from! nicely
two other daughters and congratpublication if requested.

lpful
in
'sentation
inetimes-

•ky is a
gy math,

Dear Editor
During high winds Friday a
I can remember back yonder home was destroyed by fire on
when science told us the world the farm, formerly owned by Paul
was round. Remember now, they Roberts. It was occupied by the
say it is not round. It is like an present owner, who lost considerapple. Then, I was told—had a ally in their furnishing.
• large chart to show me—my heart
was on my left side. Remember Due to loss of speech as renow, they say my heart is in the sults of a cold and sore throat,
center. So I wonder, are we in Rev Glenn Hickerson failed . to
orbit, are we going around the fill his regular appointment at
sun, etc., or are we just pulling. New Seem Baptist Church the
millions of dollars from the gov- past Sunday Rev Ronnie Burgess
ernment every year? You know filled the pulpit at 11 a. m and
science has not yet discovered the evening services. A good athow to cure the common cold, so. tendance was had. After service
Honey, when you and I grow pastor Hickerson and wife were
old, which won't be long, you showered with gifts of good and
know, there will be such wonder- articles for their new home in
ful things to see and such won- Mayfield, Ky.
Reports from bedside of Mrs
derful places to go.
By then, there will be a motel Gilbert Roberta at Clinic are that
under the Pole, where we can ahe had made some improvements
sleep and get plenty to eat; an the past tew days of which many
elevator running through the ice, will be glad to hear
Mr. Joe Westbrook Is resting
above.
So, getting on top, won't be no some better at the Jones Clinic,

that
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,erages
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and

the
tard
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feat and if we want to visit Mars after being very ill the past few
a months Children Ire remaining
way.
at his bedside.
They will have escalators mov- Mr. A. B. Glover passed away
ing all the time and busses flying Frday at his home this district,
every day.
death due to fly, pneumonia and
We may see the ''Cow that other complications The aged
jumped over the Moon", or man had been in declining health
"Mother Goose, riding her Gan- several years Funeral services was
der", or the "Giant's house, that eld at Union Church of Christ
Jack Climbed the beanpole to Saturday a afternoon at 2 30 p m
see" and caused me many nights with bubrial In Williams cemetery
of wonder.
sympathy is extended the beYes, Honey Dear, time is draw- reaved companion, four sons. and
ing near and "Wonders" are com- one
daughter,
several
granding fast, and as long as our gov- children.
ernment keeps giving millions to
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
science, so long will the "Won- Martin. Tenn. spent
Saturday
ders" last.
iwith their parents Mr and Mrs
Beuton Lassiter
Henry Morris,
Mrs Inez Vincent is visiting her
Hickman, Ky
sister, Mrs Grover True and Mr.
Mae this week.
P. S.
Mother read them to me as Mr. Norman Harris has returnFairy Tales every night at my ed home from the hospital much
bed time. Now. I read them as improved and able to be out
true. every day in our big daily Wein.
Mr. Pete
Chambers returned
papers, with big headlines.
home
from
Kenneey
Veterans
where he has been under treatment the past three months

or the moon we can easily find

titan

RS

Clean Up Paint Up Fix Up

Consult a reputable firm or
workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of
for years to come !

ulauozui are in older

tat%

es

Mrs. Carey squints •

Telephones lines were repaired
Friday by Messrs Harvey DonoMrs. Mae Wall returned home ho, Beuton Lassiter. and J W
last week from a two-months' Bynum in an effort to get better
visit with her brothers and sis- service out of Dukedom Exchange.
High winds caused an entangle,ters in California.
We are glad Bill Gadberry was ment, so poles are doom due to
able to return home from Hill- continued rains in this area.
view Hospital, where he was a Ricky, son of Mr and Mrs.
patient for a few days.
Whitsel Bowden is Improved at
Mr. and Mrs. Woodie Shelton II children's hospital in Memphis
and family of Crutchfield and and was removed to the Fulton
Kiss Carol Jeffress, Mrs. Tommye Hosptal
Saturday
Every
good
Scearce of Fulton and Mr. and wish is extended by many around
Mrs. Elmer Liliker were Sunday this area that he will quickly re-

guests of Mrs. Mayme Sceare and
Mrs. Effie Roper.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and

COST?

Leslie small son of Mr and
Mrs. Beuton Lassiter, is suffering
Donna of Milan. Tenn spent Sun- from a setae of 'old and
among
day with Mr and Mrs. J. J. Cruce others who are Mrs Fe FrielcLs

and Mrs. Ella Holly.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Greer and
children of Fulton were Sunday Merchandise
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moseley.
Edzife Moseley of Lambuth Col- Stolen From Store
lege spent the weekend with his ' Burglars entel ed the Noffel's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mose- Department Store warehouse lo1
ley.
over the Kentucky Utilities
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roper of cated
building on Lake Street. someHickman were Sunday guests of time
Sunday night and considerMr and Mrs. Rob Johnson.
able merchandise was taken. Alex
Miss Sarah Pafford of UTMB Mittel,
owner of the store, stated
spent the weekend with her parmorning that there was no
ents, the Rev. and Mrs. Warren this
way of estimating the amount of
Patford.
loss.
the
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Paf- Entrance
was gained through a
ford and Sarah were Sunday din- side window.
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
•Sadling of Mt. Zion Community.
The Rev. Mr. Pafford filled his
Mrs. Hoodenpyle
regular appointment Sunday at. Residential Chairman
Mt. Zion Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and Mrs Eugene Hoodenpyle has
Howard of St. Louis are visiting accepted the residential chairMrs. Ella Holly, Mr. Sam Burns, manship of the Red Cross Fund
and Mrs. Bettie Pruett in Fulton. Raising Campaign during the
We are sorry to hear Mr. Jim week of March 15th. The names
Ammons entered the Hillview of her volunteer workers and the
Hospital. We wish him a speedy date of the residential campaign
will be announced within a few
recovery.
We are glad to hear Mrs. Edwin days.
Mayfield is improving nicely fol- Harold Wiley is the Fulton
lowing an operation in Fuller- County Red Cross Chairman and
Gilliam Hospital in Mayfield. We Robert Burrow is the chairman
of the fund drive in Fulton.
wish her a speedy recovery

Act now to IMPROVE YOUR HOME
We can do it all - - Any Interior or Exterior Work
Labor and supervision — Free estimates
NO MONEY DOWN: Up to 5 years to pay
under FHA Title 1

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.

SWING
INTO
SPRING

Roofing and Siding our Specialty
College St.
South Fulton
Phone 557
MEMBER: "Home Improvement Council"

COLLEY'S CABINET SHOP
In our new location

Doran Colley, Owner

Interior remodeling

-

REMODEL

-

We do all kinds of custom cabinet work

Consult a reputable firm or
workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of
Let your Home Improvement

"The House of Famous Brands"

Fulton Hardware & Fara. Co.
Telephone 1

Make your Home Improvement $$ go further - - -

Complete General Electric kitchen

Ruberoid asphalt shingles Johns-Manville insulated siding
Anderson storm doors and windows
Benjamin Moore Paint
Seabrook Wallpaper

208 Lake Street

including
CELOTEX insulating products
MULE HIDE roofing

Johns-Manville Spintex blowing wool

niodernization

KURFEES paints

Mohawk Rugs and wall-to-wall
carpeting

Slag and concrete blocks
Complete builders' service; free estimates
No money down. up to 3 years to pay

FHA TITLE 1 FINANCING

Gas and oil furnaces

Paints

Tiles and Linoleum

QUALIFIED TITLE-1 LOANS

AT ITS
BEST

TWIN CITY NOME IMPROVEMENT
Fulton, Ky.
W. F. Taylor

Telephone 145
Russell Boaz

- workman and you'll get a
Consult a reputable firm or
workman and you'll get a

job that you'll be proud of
for years to come!

—with a
Frigidaire

job that you'll be proud of
for years to come !

"REDECORATING HEADQUARTERS"
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
Walnut Street

Choice selection of Wallpaper
SUPER KEM-TONE paint

Phone 185

** MARTIN SENOUR outside plaint
and inside paints including flat
enamel, medium gloss and enamels.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Phone 35

Phone 502

Consult a reputable firm or

FHA TITLE - 1 LOANS

Main Street

NO MONEY DOWN* * * * FHA TITLE-1 PLAN

Consult a reputable firm or

ELECTRIC
COOKING

MODERNIZE

through

8

for years to come!

program begin at

Olive Street

FULTON BUILDING

New construction

Kitchen remodeling

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
REPAIR

114 Plain Street

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

workman and you'll

210 Church Street
job that you'll be proud of

Sheet Metal work of all kinds

for years to come !

Gutters and down spouts

Fulton, Kentucky

PLATE AND HEAVY SHEET GLASS
Air conditioning for home and office

0AII ASS'N
Fulton, Ky,

Lennox oil and gas furnaces

Drury Named
Engineer For
Southern Bell
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Cumberland Presbyterian Denomination
Announces Plan To Raise $600,000
Plans for a $600.000 Mid-Century Expansion and Development
Program were formulated at a
:fleeting of the Agency Board.s of
Presbyterian
Cumberland
t. he
in Memphis Monday.
.7hurch
Agencies and institutions of the
2hurch which will benefit from
his fund include 13t,thel College,
the Theological Seminary, the
and
7.,hildren's Home, Foreign
.Domestic"lissions. and Publicaton and Christian Education.
The fund drive svill culminate
n 1980, celebrating the sesqui.tentennial of the Cumberland
birth.'resbyterian Church. A

place shrine is being established
at Montgomery Bell Para, Dickmson County, Tennessee, comme
orating the founding of the church
in 1810.

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

San Diego, Calif. (FHTNC)—
Merideth G. Bunch, damage conlrolman second class, USN, son
Bunch of
.cif Mr: and Mrs, W. A.aboard
the
Route 4, Fulton, Ky.,
anti-submarine 'aircraft carrier
USS Princeton, took part in an
anti-submarine warfare exercise
from Feb. 16-19, off the coast of
South California.
son
ay,
Richard Eugene Hollow
"Skynet", formed of vessels of
if Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Holloway,
Fleet and several
Fulton, has been named to the the U. S. First
Naval Reserve, was
Fall Quarter Honor Roll which units of the
two teams: the
'las recently been released by the divided into
s and the "Purple"
defense
"Blue"
vania
Transyl
of
office
r's
registra
aggressors.
College In Lexington, Ky.
The Blue surface and air forces
There were 16 seniors, 18 junwere seeking to prevent the Purfresh16
and
mores
sophor
18
'ors.
ple force submarines from break-nen who received recognition for ing through a 600-mile seaward
g
standin
high
a
d
laving obtaine
harrier off the coast.
or the past quarter's work. To
The exercise was_conducted unone
any
receive class honors for
the operational control of
der
a
ivarter a student must make
Admiral R. E. Libby, the
Vice
.
.,ertain average for that quarter
nder of the First Fleet.
Comma
For seniors the average is 3.40;
niniors, 3.30; sophomores, 3.10;
MONUMENT
ind freshmen, 3.00. Not more than
highest monument in
third
The
receive
can
ss
anygeta
of
..)ne-sixth
States is at Fairview,
United
the
honors.
marks the birthplace of
Mr. Holloway is a sophomore Ky. It
Davis, president of the
on
Jeffers
a
is
He
and has a 3.33 standing.
rate States of America.
graduate of Fulton High School. Confede

Holloway Makes
Quarter Honor Roll

B-I-G DOUBLE
FEATURE PROGRAM!
SAT17RDA.Y1

SILENT ENEMY

ft Commilsr trail,
hoed es ilk MI
II
Wig hi Illar
MISHATESAI Wilt/
MOM
W114
AMNIA

Plus — ANIMAL FAIR! (Noveltoon in Color)! !

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

h
Service Engineer of the Paduca
District. The Paducah District includes Fulton and surrounding
exchanges.
Drury is a native of Louisville,
Kentucky, and received his education there. He served in the
Navy during World War 11 in the
Pacific Theater.
bega n work with
Druary
Southern Bell in Louisville in
1946 as a lineman in the Plant
Department, and subesquently
worked in several different plant
jobs before transferring to the
Commercial Department in 1954.
Prior to his present appointment.
Druary was a Customer Service
F:ngineer in Louisville.
He is married to the former
Beety Steele, a native of Monticello, Kentucky. The Drurys with
their daughter, Donna Sue, will
shortly reside in Paducah, Kentucky.

University of Kentucky's
architect's drawing of a new building for
U. IL NORTHERN CENTER—This is
, will be started early in
$500,000
about
cost
to
d
expec:e
,
building
structure to be
Northern Center at Covington The
Associates, Lexington, have designed a similar
spring. Architects Mertwether, Ma.rye and
center, the University's fourth, at Henderanother
for
ay
underw
are
plans
built at Cumberland and
Ashland.
son UK already has a center at
prtal.
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IT'S A BOY!
Mr and Mrs. Jerry Rhodes,
Route 3, Martin, are the proud
parents of a seven pound, 10
ounce son, Michael Wayne, born
at-1:42 a. m February 25, 1959 at
Jones Hospital.
IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. James Brawner,
Fulton, are the proud parents of
a seven pound, eight ounce son
born at 9:20 p. m. February 21,
1959 at Hillview Hospital.

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Bob L. Duke of
Phoenix, Aridonia are the proud
parents of a nine pound boy born
at 1 a. m., March 4, 1959. The
.*"-'...... if/MA.0
(
Scv-41.16indrt'd Aud 41..
Dukes also hatesOf tour Year_uld.
daughter, Pamela.
Mrs. Duke is the former Connie Moss, daughter of Mrs Joe
of
warrant issued by the Commonwealth
Byrd of near Beelerton and Mr.
the principal surveyor" of any of its coun- Duke is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
for Abraham Linkhorn. Leonard Duke.

CHARTER DISSOLVED
The corporate charter of Fancy
Farm was dissolved Mot day in a
ruling by Circuit Judge Elvis J.
Stahr. The action was taken on
by a group
0. ft Drury
• petition filed Feb. 9
Farm citizens asking
Fancy
of
and
Southern Bell Telephone
that the change be made City
Telepgraph Company announced councilmen, the city judge and
today the appointment of 0. B the town msrshall will cease to
new ruling.
Oiuty as Supervising Customer exist under the

•

The
WIRT 111811111111

BEN PTAllA

▪ hart
lW IN..

Plus: LATEST NEWS EVENTS ! I

1 Our new Spring Collections have arrived
Spring Suits
16.95 to 24.95

hrs"

FPS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. June Holly,
Crutchfield, Kentucky are the
proud parents of an eight pound,
two ounce son born at 1016 a. m.,
March 5, 1959 at the Hillview
Hospital.
IT'S A SOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Ermon Henson,
Route 3, Fulton, are the proud
parents of a five pound, seven
ounce son born at 5:55 a. m. February 28, 1959 atithe Fulton Hospital.

Spring Toppers
10.98 to 16.98

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sanson,
Hickman, are the proud parents
of an eight pound, seven ounce
daughter born at 3:45 a. m. February 25, 1959 at the Fulton Hos--
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We have
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HENN
PHONE

you call an ambulance check our qualifications, we
are trained in administering first aid. Our Ambulances are Air Conditioned and Oxygen Equip-

may be sure you wil,1 get our personal attention to
any Matter you may call on us to do. Our dependability cannot be surpassed.

CALL
ent

The Hornbeak Funeral Hanle for the most effici
set- % ice. Phone 7, Fulton. K.

JAMES NEEDHAM — MAHE LeMASTER
Co-Owners

HALE C
TERROR HOLDS
CITY OF

NEW
z 9 ARRIVAL
DEPT.

FIRST OIL GUSHER
ITS A BOY!
One of American's first oil
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McIntypre of
1
1829,
gushers was born March 11,
Dallas, Texas are the proud parnear Burkesville, Ky., to the great ents of a five pound son born at
disappointment of Dr. John Cro- 12:30 a. m., March 4, 1959. Mrs.
ghan, who was drilling for salt. McIntyre is the daughter of Mrs.
At that time, oil was sold for Jim Brockwell and Mr. Mclnmedicine, its chief commercial tyre's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bud McIntyre
significance.

in

BEFORE

BURNED TO 'GROUND

FROM THE FRIZZ NOVEL:.
A PICTURE
OF THUNDERING POWERI

l"lrst Bapt
th

Day,

THINK

of the qualifications we have to offer. Licensed
Funeral Directors in both Kentucky and Tenn.
ready to serve you at all times.

This is a
Virginia "to
ties to lay off 400 acres of land
Linkhorn, or Lincoln, who was President Lincoln's ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor of
grandfather, settled on the land in Jefferson County. Water
Valley are the proud parby
killed
was
and
later
ia,
Virgin
of
part
Ky., then
ents of a six pound, four ounce
Indians there. The Long Run Baptist Church marks the son, Rodney Kent, born at 6:30 p.
March 3. 1959 at the Obion
site where he was buried. This photostat of the original m.,
County Hospital at Union City.
Guy
by
ned
warrant, dated March 4, 1780, was obtai
read the Classified Ad:
Shearer, legal adviser for the Department of Economic
Security.
A 69-year-old chuich, the Cumberland Presbyterian, was destroyed by fire at Lowe' last
believe
off;cials
week. Church
the fire was caused by sparks
from.. the nearby church cemetery whinh had been burned
eerier in the day to clear it of
.brush and weeds.
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First

AC
TER
CHI

SPRING SPECIAL!

MIL

• No Printed
Circuits
• 18,000 Volts
picture power
• Power
transformer
• Horizontal
chassis
• Tone Control

STARLITE
WED.-THUIL, MARCH 11-12
(Starts at 7:00 and 9:00)
THE PROUD REBEL
With Alan Ladd

SPRING and EASTER

DRESSES

IPRI-SAT., MARCH 13-14

"Vicky Vaughn" and

(Starts at 8:45)
THE MISSOURI TRAVELER
With Br2r.don DeWilde
--also-Ilk
(Starts FRI. at 7:00)
(Starts SAT. at 7:00 and 10101
ANDY HARDY COMES HOME
With Mickey Rooney

"Toni Todd"

8.98 to 14.98

SUN-MoN-TUES., MAR. 15-18-17

LAKE STREET

FULTON

SEE IT NOW AT
REGULAR ADMISSION
(Starts at 7411:1 and 9:00)
CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF
Paul Newman
Elizabeth Taylor.
r 75

ALSO SEE OUR
USED TV
DEPARTMENT
BARGAINS
IN USED SETS

No Down Payment
with TRADE

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main

Fulton

Phone407

4
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•

•
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Revival Begins
March 29 At
First Baptist
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asking
City
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,ase to

matter of Christian experience has
had an lonazing eff:Tt on people
wherever he has spoken
Last
year in .a.uguata Georgia, capacity crowds :ittend ng a city-wide
crusade sponsored ay 50 churches
in the area saw 1600 persons declare themselves for Christ in a
two-week period Several months
previous in Wichita, Kansas, 447
persons responded to a similar
Invitation in just one week

WPSD-TV

KFVS-TV

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

CHANNEL 6

CHANNEL 12

Paducah, Kentucky
First Baptist Church sill have
THURSDAY
, MARCH 12
one of the formost evangelists
6 16 Sign On
00 (Jane Autry
America March 29-April 5
in
6 JO Clsaaroom
00 Popere
7 00 Today
Newsweek magazine, in the Jan30 News
9:00 Dough Re MI
35 Weather
uarf 28th issue of last year, de9.30 Treasure Hunt
40 890119
10 00 Price Is Right
Buckner
scribed
45 NBC New,
Pawling
as
10 30 concentration
DO This ta Alice
"fair-haired, blue-eyed and '30
.
II 00 11c Tic Dough
30 Peoples Choies
11 30 Could Be You
00 Whirlybirds
. . a devout end eloquent Bap12 00 News
30 It could be You
12 15 Pastor Speaks
tist from Dallas " And they went
00 Closed Doors
12 30 Digest
8
30
Ernie rare
on to say that only a handful
I 00 ConeaqUillaa•
00 Bet You5 Life
10
JO Masquerade
of evangelists today are real prosThe annual Lenten "Day Apart" 2I 00
magi"
Baggis 1 00 TV Theatre
Dr
Malone
tun time. nationwide workers for will be observed by the Womau's 2 30 These
Roots
I ,30 News
11 00 Jack Parr
the Lord such a Billy Oraham Society of Christian Service of 3 00 Queen Day
12 00 Sign Off
Buckner Fanning is the newest the Paris District at First Yfetho- 3 30 County Pair
member of the exclusive full-time ' chat Church in Murray, KY,
FRIDAY, MARCH 13
ranks."
Thursday, March 12, from 9 45 11.19 Sign On
4 00 Ten Survival
4:30 Classroom
to 12-00 noon
1 25 Dithesi Party
Buckner Pluming doe., not claim
1:00 Today
6 211 'Um
1100 Doug H. MI
5'30 News
IL) be a "real pro" as Newsweek
Similar services will be held 9:30
Treasure Hunt
I 35 Weather
put it but his city-wide meetings In each of the eight districts of 10 00 Price Right
40 Sports
30 Concentration
5 46 NBC News
have caused conaice•rale attention the Memphis Conference on the 10
11 00 Tic Tar Du
6 00 Highs., Patrol
11 38 Could Be You
and high praise from religious same day.
6 30 14 Passage
1.100 News
'1 00 Bob Hope
leaders In communities and cities
/2:15
Pastor
Sneaks
00 M-elquad
S
Mrs J. L. Leggett of Fulton 1230 4-H Club
he has visited His deep spiritual
Show I 30 Thin Man
1:00 Truth or Con. 0 00 Ca, of Sports
and nteUectual arpruach to the will be the leader for the meet- 1:3
0 Haggis B•ggla
9 45 Bowling
ing in Murray. Mrs. Leggett is II:00
Dr Malone
10 00 itl•vorIU Story
the District Secretary of Spiritual 3:30 These Roots
10 30 News
300 Queen
10 45 Jack Parr
We hare complete stocks Life.
3:30 County Falr
12 00 Sign Off
"Seeking and Finding God" will
SATURDAY, MARCH 14
be the theme of the program, '30 Sign On
3 00 N 1 Tourney
which will include silent medita45 Cattooas
5 00 Pope,*
00 Howdy Doody
5 30 Jet Jackson
tion and prayer, Bible reading,
10 Ruff & Reddy
6 00 Jungle Jim
for HOME and FARM
special music, and spoken medi- 1 00 Pilo'
6 10 People Pus=
1 30 Circus Bay
7 00 Como
tation.
Each
attending
one
reis
Machines
Ii 00 True Story
• 00 Bieck Saddle
quested to bring a Bible.
11 30 Detective
▪ 30 Cimarron City

OPEN
I. - tAT
Sun.

reed the Classified Ads

0

ORPHEUM

Adm.
15 — 50c

TELEPHONE 22

Starts Friday — Then Sat. and Sun.
TWO THRILLING and EXCITING ACTION HITS

RANDOLPH

SCOTT
.
i...,<SADC'
AND THAT'S
JUST WHAT
HE IS—

1

KAREN STFEll au

ware Icams RCM

— ACTION HIT NO. TWO
HAIJ: CRAZED MAN—IN A
TERROR CRAZED TOWN —
HOLDS THE KEY TO THE
CITY OF FEAR!

—

G047

12 00 Mr Wizard
1146 News
43:36 Showttme
1:00 Theatre
1:45 Sports

-

s

CHILLS FOR

10 A s Ailsw
Well
Wrestling
Sign Ott

Meet Prone
Huntler
Saber London
Bresim•n
Steve Allen
Chevy Show
Langford
News
MIllion S Movie
Sten Off

4 00 Roy Rogers
5 00 Popey•
5 30 News
5 35 Weather
5 40 Sports
ft 45 NBC News
0 00 Bengal Laocers
6..30 Fluckakin
7 00 Ft...sties' Gun
7 30 Wells Parr°
II 00 Peter Gunn
5 10 26 Men
9 00 Arthur Murray
9 30 Code 3
10 00 Steve Canyon
10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
12 00 Sign Off

VtCE EDWARDS
MID OM ma IOW Ono eras
EN MOB MIMI KAI SUFI FM 111111N5
Iret.81 5,
LflI C.0
— Plus Color Cartoon —
"DRINKS ON THE MOUSE"

ttle MOM

6 15 Sign On
30 Classroom
100 Today
0 00 Dough Re 06.1
9 10 Treasure Runt
10:00 Price la Right
10 10 Concentr•tion
11 00 Tic T•c 15
11 30 Co. 0 be You
13 00 News
12 5 Pastor Speaks
12 30 Homemakers
1 00 Truth or Con
1 30 Haig!. Bases
2 00 Dr btio,tri.
3.30 These Roots
3 00 Queen
3.30 County Pair

5 00 Popes.
5 30 News
6 35 Weather
5 40 Sports
5 45 NBC News
6 00 Union Pacing,
• 30 Dragnet
'700 Eddie Fisher
8 00 George Burns
• 10 Bob commings
9 00 Californtano
9 10 Whirlybirds
10 00 Man—No Gun
10 30 News,
10 45 Jar Parr
13 00 Sign Off

4 00 Murray Show
4 30 P11,n
5 00 Porter.
5 30 News
5 35 Weather
540 Sports
5 45 NBC News
6 00 Texas Rangers
6 30 Wagon Train
'7 10 Price la Right
II 00 Milton Berle
S 30 Bat Masten=
900 Your Life
9 30 Pat Boone
10 00 How to Marry
10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
13 00 Sign Off

z

•

NO OTHER CAR
HUGS THE HIGHWAY
LIKE A
WIDE TRACK PONTIAC!

Lone Ranger
Lorro
North.
Wyatt Sam
Wanted
Gale Storm
Have Gun
Ounsmoite
New York Coot
Welt
Theatre
Netts

4 00 Co,lege Quiz
4 30 Amateur HOW
5 00 Small World
5 30 30th Century
6 00 Lassie
13 30 Bach Pother
7 00 Id Sullivan
8 00 Cl 111 Theatre
30 Hitchcock
9 00 5 Diamond
9 30 What s my Line
10 00 Sunday News
10 15 Theatre
12 00 Thought

MONDAY, MARCH 16
00 Breakfast
00 News
15 Kangaroo
00 Playhouse
30 Godfrey
00 I Love Lucy
30 Top Dollar
00 Love iif Life
30 Search
45 Guiding 11,114
00 News
20 Weather
30 World Turns
00 Jimmy Dean
30 House Party
Oe Big Payoff
30 Verdict
00 Brighter OILY
15 Secret Storm
30 Edge of Night

4 00
4 30
4 50
5 00
5 30
6 011
6 05
6 15
6 30
7 00
730
00
11 30
11 00
9 30
10 00
10 30
11 00
13 30

Mattnee
Cartoon Capin
Cru Rabbit
Bill Hickok
Father
Scoreboard
Weather
CBS News
Name Thine
The Texan
Father Knows
Danny Thomas
Ann Southern
Raiders
Ftescue
State Trooper
Lawman
Theatre
News

TUESDAY, MARCH 17
7:00 Breakfast
g 00 News
O 15 Kangaroo
00 Playhouse
9 30 Godfrey
10 00 I Love Lacy
10 30 Top Dollar
11 00 Love of Life
II 30 Search
11 45 Goo:ling Light
12 00 News
12 20 Weather
11 30 World Turns
1 00 Jimmy Dean
I 30 House Party
1 00 Big Payoff
3 30 Verdict
3 00 Brighter Day
3 19 Secret Storm

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 17

MILLIONS!

30
00
30
00
30
00
30
00
30
00
00
30

SUNDAY, MARCH 15
11 00 The Answer
11 30 The Life
9 00 Lamp
9 30 Look OP
10 00 Eye on N. W.
10 30 Camera Three
10 55 CBS News
11 00 Dollar Debetes
12 00 Man to Man
12 15 Ind on Parade
12 30 Matinee
00 Last Word
30 World Ideas
00 Pace Nation
30 Behind News

TI'F',SDAY, MARCH 17
430 Gene Autry

15 Sign on
11 10 Classroom
7 00 Today
9 00 Dough Re MI
9.30 Treasure Hunt
1000 Price is Right
11:20 Concentration
11'00 Th- Tee Do
11:30 Could be You

Speaks
13:205PD
.100 Truth or Con
1 30 11•4414 Raggis
1 00 DT Malon•
2 30 These Roots
3 00 Queen
3 30 County rale

A CITY IN

SATURDAY, MARCH 14

MONDAY. MA4CH 16
• 15 Sign On
O 10 rlasaroorn
7 00 Today
9 00 Dassth Re MI
9 30 Treasure Hunt
10 00 Price is Right
10:10 Cencentration
11 00 Tic Tar Do
1130 Could be You
1300 News
1.11:15 Pastor Speaks
13- 30 The Answer
1:00 Truth or Con.
1:30 Hotels Begins
1:30 Dr M•lone
1:30 These Roots
100 Queen
3:30 County reit

30 Cru Rabbit
00 Rascals
30 Huckleberry
00 Scoreboard
05 Weather
I) Edwards
30 Hit Parade
00 Rawhide
00 Silvers
JO Adventure
00 Lineup
30 Person
I 00 Mike Hammer
I 30 Racket Squad
11 00 Theatre
12 00 News

9 00 Big Picture
I 30 Cpt Kangaroo
9 30 Mighty Mouse
10 00 Heckle. Jackie
10 30 Robin Hood
11 00 Fury
11 30 Auction
13 00 Bowling
12 45 Hockey Pre
1 00 Ice Hockey
1
3 30 Matinee
11
II 00 C Performance 12

SUNDAY, MARCH 15

1000 Bien On
5 00
10 15 chrtstian Set
5 10
10 30 Herald Truth
6 00
11 00 Church
630
11 10 The Life
7 00
13 00 Paith
8 00
13 30 Frontiers of P
9 00
I 00 Wisdom
10 00
I 19 PT., Basketball 10 15
3 10 Ask Viashingtonli 00
4 00 Omnibus

11I00 News
11: 5 Pastor

TERROR...

9 10
10 00
11 00
1 00

15 Secret Storm
30 Edge Night
DO Matinee
30 Cartoons
50 Cru Rabbit
00 Reseals
30 Sky King
00 Scoreboard
05 Weather
15 Edwards
30 Plight
00 Decemhei Bride
10 Derringer
04) Zona Ciroy
30 Playhouse 90
co Paul Page
30 Theatre
00 News

FRIDAY, MARCH 13
ot, sue cf Night
00 MIAlliee
4 30 Cartoon capers

00 Breakfast
00 Cpt Kangaroo
45 News
00 Playhouse
30 Godfrey
1 00 I Love team
1 30 Top Dollar
1 00 Lose of Life
II 30 Search
11 45 Guiding Light
12 00 News
12 30 Weather.
13 30 World Turns
1 00 Dean Show
I 30 House Party
3 00 Big Payoff
2 30 Verdict Yours
3 00 Brighter Day
315 Storm

Dayton V-Belts

ELECTRIC
FULTON

Veep"
gms
70tiust

THURSDAY, MARCH 12

"Day Apart" To
Be Observed

BENNETT
PHONE 201

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 12, 1959,

Cape Girardeau, Missouri

7 oti kiteakfast
I 00 Cpt Kangaroo
11:46 News
9 00 Playhouse
9 30 Godfrey
10 00 I Love 1A1C7
10:30 Top Dollar
11 00 Love of Life
15 30 Search
II 45 Guiding Light
12 00 cue News
12 05 News
12 20 Weather
12 30 World Turns
1.00 Jimmy Dean
1 30 House Parts
1
2 00 1311 Payoff
1.
3 30 Verdict
1
3 00 Brighter Day

3.30 Edge of Night
4 00 5.tatInee
4 30 Cartoon Cavite
4 SO Cru Rabbit
500 Woodpecker
5 30 Jeff's Collie
6 00 Scoreboard
6 05 Weather
6 IS CBS News
6 10 Boots & Boddie
'7 00 Mystery
7 30 Tell the Truth
11 00 Godfrey
8 30 Red Skelton
9 00 Garry Moore
10 00 U 8 Marshal
10:30 Theatre
12.00 News

ete"--e.

With JIM PRYOR
Afoot Mash Control lafinsid

Agricalseral

THE PROBLEM OF
REFORESTATION
Kentucky forests today cover
approximately 49% of the total
area. The timber gives fulltime
employment to over 20,000 people
and well over 100,000 receive part
time work in wood processing.
We say reforestation because at
one time all our farm land was in
timber, much of which should
have never been cleared.
Mr. W. A. Johnston, President
of the Illinois Central Railroad
recently remarked, "Our major
problems are, to keep our woodland in desirable species, the protection of productive stands from
fire and disease and replanting
eroded land to trees. Through our
mechanical tree planting demonstrations, forestry schools and
tree girdling demonstrations, we
hope to assist forestry leaders and
land owners in combating these
problems."

age 9

Legion To Name "Favored
Person Of The Community"
A person in the Fulton com- members felt such a person demunity will be honored on March serves an added touch of recogni20, when he or she is chosen by tion without any "ballyhoo".
the Executive Board of the ; There will be no prizes, loving
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72 cups, scrolls or formal presentaof the American Legion as their tion—merely an honor bestowed
"Favored Person of the Com- on a deserving person of the cornmunity" for last year. This per- ! munity.
son will be chosen for outstanding I This
person can have a million
civic work beyond the call of dollars
in the bank or 20 cents
duty.
and can be a resident of South,
The public is invited to nomi- North,
East or West Fulton. The
nate persons they think qualify merits
of the candidate will be
for the honor, and mail their
based upon the' unselfishness of
nominations to the Executfve the
individual.
Committee of the American
Legion, giving the names of the
persons nominated and reasons
why they think the person is eligible to receive the title.
Nominations will be read at the
committee meeting and the merits
Win Whitnel had charge of the
of each nomination will be weigh- program
at the regular weekly
ed and discussed before the final
luncheon-meeting of the Lions
selection is made.
Club Friday at the Park Terrace
It was stipulated that no mem2
Restaurant.
ber of the American Legion can
receive the honor.
He presented a musical proIt was agreed by the members gram. Those participating 'were
of the executive committee that Festus Robertson, minister
of
there are many people who ac- music at the First Baptist Church,
complished much in this com- Judy Moore and James Reed.
The
munity, although the fact is program was enjoyed very much
known by so few. The committee by the Lions members.

Whitnel Presents
Musical Program

J. C. King, manager of the A&P
Store, was presented as a new
Now comes tree planting time
member.
and with its methods of planting.
Through the years this has been
the main reason for limited planting. Replanting by hand is still
hard work and is very unpopular
with farmers. Planting by hand is
still being done effectively, but
survival is low where experienced
Vital statistics on Fulton Counplanters haven't demonstrated ty 4-H activity during 1958 were
how the job should be done. This eight clubs. 350 members, 680
article is not the proper location projects and 50 adult leaders.
NOW IS THE TIME TO
for a tree planting demonstration John Watts and Bertha McLeod
by hand: but I will give a few are extension agents in charge.
points on planting that may save
Brady Williamson and Bobby
SPREAD NITROGEN
you trees. The chief reason for Powell last year won the state
young trees mortality being high water management contest In conis the planter not having deep tour cultivation during Junior OR COMPLETE FERTI*enough trench or hole, wind has Week at the University of Kentried the roots or dry weather tucky.
LIZER ON WHEAT,_
George Burnette showed _the
follows during the growing season. We can not do anything champion jersey cow in the 4-H
about the weather but wb can division at the Kentucky State
BARLEY, OATS,
correct the other two. When trees Fair.
A
dairy
judging team composed
are received by sure to plant
them within two or four days or of Powell, Williamson, Burnette
PASTURES AND
trench them out. The directions and Ward Burnette placed fourth
are in the package as to trench- in the state fair and won the conLAWNS.
ing. If you plan to plant within test at the giant Mid-South Fair
a day or two keep trees in cool in Memphis against competition
areas with planty of water. When from five states.
Get These Materials
planting time comes around,
NEVER LET THE TREE ROOTS soil firmly with a sharp kick of
DRY. Wind and sun will dry and the heel. It is not a good idea to
From
kill a seedling in 5 minutes. Be plant trees in mud. The soil need
sure to keep trees wet until plant- , only to be moist.
ed. First open a deep trench or ' The Illinois Central Tree planthole with planting tool, insert er is available for demonstrations
tree making sure the tree root throughout West Kentucky and
does not turne up or
If the, Southern Illinois Contact your
TELEPHONE 51
root is a little too long, cut the County Agent, Farm Advisor or
bottom two inches off. Next pack Soil Conservationist

Fulton County
4-H Activity
For Year Told

TOPDRESS
GRAIN CROPS

CITY COAL CO.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17
7-00 Breakfast
3:30 Edge of Night
11.011 News
4 00 Matinee
• IS Kangaroo
4 30 Cartoon Caper.
9 00 Playhouse
4 50 Cru Rabbit
9.30 Godfrey
5 00 Little Rascals
5 30 Cisco Kid
10 00 I Love Lucy
600 Scoreboard
10 30 Top Dollar
6 05 Weather
11'00 Love of Life
• 15 CBS News
11'30 Search
6 30 Sea Hunt
11 -45 Guiding Light
7 00 Keep Talking
12 00 News
7 30 Trackdown
12 20 Weather
I 00 Millionaire
12 30 World Turns
11 30 Got •Secret
1 -00 Jimmy Dean
9 50 J Benny Spec
I 30 House Party
10 00 Bold Venture
3 00 Bie Payoff
10 30 Theatre
3 30 veratct.
3.00 Brighter Day 12 00 News
315 Secret Storm
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Yen-kicky State Parks
Ertiov. Cieking,6064.44,

asui. 94.4,a4 wett
Ottetebutt accometoclatimi
aasdgoodo-1oodJ

AMERICA'S NUMBER 0 ROAD C.AR

WITH THE NEW LOOK
OF THE NEW SEASON
Yes, you'll fit yourself to fashion in a
new spring suit from BARTON'S ... the
friendly men's store.
We feature a complete stock of fresh, new
suits in all the latest caws, styles, fabrics and
models .. . so, thick or-thin, shoii or tall . . .
come on in ,.,we fIt'eti all!

Priced From

$3500 to $6500
To Complete Your New Spring Suit
See Our Wide Selection of ...

Me Mt Mote Part
Orley(Yew !haft Purl

Plnentio

Manhattan Shirts — Knox Hats — Jarman Shoes

09..11.11

Mearessee ere
Irmo= ipailio
Illamorol Dar= Mail hat
Nerd/toe
Amami= Ira= Pori
14=domo•
Lim Otomilartrad Mail Port
hasieuote

Whooh are 3 Inches farther apart. This widens the "tante, not tho car.
Gives you a "feedlot, belanced, rood-hugging ride.

admiralty Dom Vase* Oil= isrlk
01Siarteval•
efomborilmd Toll. Nail roil

Corbin
amormay Imam Oil= Ps=

SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC [DEALER

jilimpol arligo Kilo Pori
(Cody= — mil*

KING MOTOR CO. INC., 101 West State Line, S. Fulton, Tenn.

No=?ow ommortioar moo tor =Amy
sod wommait.
•••111

-•

4

k

Marais

Barton's
MEN'S WEAR
South Side of Mayfield's Square

:s

MEN'S RAINCOATS: Aristocrats
in styling and appearance, of
pure Oriental silk, at $8.95.
Prepare now for coming rainy
season. The Edwards Store,
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
Mayfield, Ky.
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
IF YOU NEED a good used car,
roR SALE. Registered Shorthorn Taylor Chevrolet-Buick h a s
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
cattle; bulls ready for service.
or Dan today.
Bred and open females. James
Haw, Charleston, Mo.
FOR THE BEST Deai un Office
Furniture buy Shaw -Walker.
WELLS DIULLLD for industry
See James 0. Butts at The
and homes Modern equipment,
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
experienced workmen. Write
DRIVE-IN Office Out-littera,
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Phone 674. We trade tot your
Fulton. Ky
old equipment

The new and ziphisticated
color in Men's Spring hats—
TOWN TAUPE
by DOBBS

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

—You'll see them advertised
nationwide, and you'll find them Phone TU 59404
neve in Fulton at

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP And 45 rpm

Grisham-Butterworth
Clothing Company

Mail orders—Snecial orders
HALLMARK St. Patrick's day
cards at Scott's Floral Shoppe.
also—bridge tallies at:Ai—place
cards, and the latest Goren rule
book on bridge—one table of
half-price items includes gifts,
gift wrappings, napkins, bulbs,
etc.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

When it's

Real Estate in Fulton
see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
309 Walnut

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

Phone 61

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times t

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

FOR SALE used Royal-Smith
Corona-Underwood and RemSee them when you want
ington Portable typewriters.
to 13ITV OR SELL.
Easy Terms. Come in or call
Harden Office Equi p me n t,
Union City, Tenn. across from 203 Main St
Phone 5
Waldron Theatre, Phone TUrner 5-5871.

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery
NEW PICTURE TUBES ,No money down
Monthly terms
Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service: we repair all makes.

M & W Appliances
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

215 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.
WE

BUY WORK shoes where you
find kind needed at affordable
prices. Farm boots, Wellington
boots, engineer, lineman and
cowboy boots. The Edwards
. Store, Mayfield, Ky.

. FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE'
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we
buy white oak standing timber;
custom stave and heading bolts.
Contact us for prices and specifications. National Distillers
products Co.; Box 65, Wingo,
Ky.

I Will Not
Be Responsible
IF YOU FAIL TO SEE THIS
—On College Street in We,,t
Fulton. Convenient to Ky
schools. This in an old home
that has been remodeled, has
new gas heat, including new
gas hot water heater, to be sold
as a walkout deal all furniture
including television, 5 full
rooms of furniture, and real
estate for only $5,750.00 or will
sell separately. BARGAINS
LIKE THIS ARE HARD TO
FIND. POSSESSION IMMEDIATELY. HURRY,

WICK SMITH AGENCY
Phone 62 or 160 night

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

, REVIVAL—

continued from rage One
Continued from Page One
,
international denomination with
Mrs. James Mann. Mrs. Gene
headquarters in Kansas City, Mo
Smith, Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Mrs. i
For the past fourteen years the
G. B. Butterworth, Mrs. Phil I
Millers have preached and sung
Parker, Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Mrs. 1
throughout the country. Before
Robert Burrow, Mrs. Van Latta.
that Mr. Miller pastored several
Fair Heights--Mrs. Raymond churches
in Ohio.
Williams, Chairman.
The Millers are an effective
West Fulton—Mrs. Ernest Fall,1 evangelis
tic team. Mr. Miller is
Jr. Chairma n, Mrs. Charlie'
recognized as a eealous soul winThomas. Mrs. Guy Fry, Mrs. L A.
ner and consistent Bible preach
Clifton, Mrs. J. W, Cheniae, Mrs. j
James Matheny. Mrs. John Hen- er, and Mrs. Miller is acclaimed
as a singer, musician, chalk artist.
son, Jr., Mrs. J. R. Hogan, Mrs.
and children's worker. ThenDavis,
Harris,
Jessie
Mrs.
J. D.
Mrs. Bobby Joe Goodwin, Mrs. ministry has been wide and has
included extensive radio work.
Jack Allen, Mrs. Wilmon Boyd,
Everyone is invited by the pasMrs. Hugh Pigue, Mrs. Thomas
Forehand. Mrs. Bill Browning. tor, the Rev. Arlie D. Goodwin,
Mrs. S. D. Cherry, Mrs. Paul to attend the 'revival services.
Hornbeak, Mrs. Charles Jones,
Mrs. John Daniels, Mrs. Billy CURT PefUZZALle-Contz&wed from rage One
Blackstone, Mrs. J. B. Covington,
around-people and more than that
Mrs. Paul Boyd.
Highlands—Mrs. Lawrence people enjoyed being around this
Yates, chairman, Mrs. Robert warm, gregarious and friendly
Bell, Mrs. Harlan Craven. Joy man.
Our friendship with Curt MuzYates and Sandra Stevenson.
County Club Courts, Mrs. M. zall and his wonderful family beW. Blankenship, Chairman. Work- gan- almost as soon as we came
to Fulton and for years thereafter
WILSON WYATT DID IT. . . Yes, ^Rmpairtn. With Mr.
er to be announced later.
Wyatt on his camwe knew that Curt Muzzall's
Wilson
Wyatt, candidate for lieutenant- paign tour last week
TV ANTENNAS: We install— warm friendship was something
were left to right:
trade—repair and move. Get that we cherished and that we Governor on the Combs-Wyatt candidate
Dewey Johnsen, V. D. Barry of Madrid
our prices. We set-Nice all makes counted upon.
is the only candidate for a major State
Bend Mr. Wyatt, Jesse
We shall all miss Curt MuzTV. Phone 307. Roper Television
office
who_can say he has visited in the end former county judge James Wilson
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NOTICE

FLOWERS

Scott's Floral Shoppe

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR

COUNTRY HOMES
FOR SALE -

//I made /of a Owe/.'...
Baf/1.Spikedforyotd

CANNON AGENCY

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street

Fulton

Immediate

produo,'
Bred

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN 30% in 3 mog.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Delivery !
New Hampshire

or
White Rock
•
•
Straight

next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

2 All-Alealnee
Fell-Width Shelves
Both removable for easy
cleaning and adiustable.
Full-Length Stange
Dew
Like an extra refrigerator
with 5 removable shelf
fronts. Stores 17 eggs.

Deep Full-Width
Hydrator
Provides perfect moistcold storage for freshlasting fruits and vegetables.

Optional lee-Elector
and Server
Releases cubes at a flip
... fills removable serving bin.

Neat Tender sad
Chill Drawer
For storing fresh meat or
cold cuts.

Durable Dulux exterior
finish in Snowcrest

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

CHICK SUPPLIES, too ! Starter and growing
mash, Coccidiostat, feeders, fountains, other
needs.

$250
FRIGIDAIRE ADVANCED APPLIANCES... ONLY
PER WEEK
DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND After
small down payment

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES (00PERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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Chip mislaid,

Dalin* Maki D.11 311 105 co 11.

owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

Regal. new
Lammed( Styling
For more feminine beauty
in your kitchen, the Sheer
Look adds a love* lace
design.
$1 lb. Freezer Chest
Pull-down door makes for
easy loading. 2 Double.
Easy Quichube Trays.

Smith Agency
CALL Ft — 160
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CAI

Reds

Wick

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

ROBERT—

"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT STREET
PHONE 185
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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